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ABSTRACT

E.G. Boring's use of the term Zeitgeist was examined

in relation to its usefulness as a tool for historical .,,,,,

analysis. The criticism advanced by Ross that the term is

not operationally defined in the manner of an empirical

scientif ic concept such that the def inition is independent 
,,,,.',

of the phenomenon being explained was considered. valid. How- 
i:'::':

i::..:

ever, some challenge vras laid to her subsequent argument that ..':,,''

as a "non-concept", the use of the term Zeitggist should not

figure in attempts to account for historical advance.
:

The purpose of the study was to develop a methodology 
i

which would prove useful as an operational definition of 
i

i

Zeitgeist.Itwasstatedtlrat,|otheextentthatpredictions

made on the basis of other methodologies v/ere supported by I

data obtained, the methodology delineating this operational

definition would be considered useful 
rj.::

Using Laf fal r s content analysis technique of Contextual , ,.'',

Associates Analysis, data were collected from systematically l,:,,.:ì

selected sources of writt.en communication in relation to

four target words: personality; behaviour, environment;

heredity. These sources \^rere drawn from two specif ic time 
111,,',.,,

periods in England during the nj-neteenth and early twentieth ''::.'

centuries. The methodological model generated expectations

from which predictions, consonant with statements made by



I"

hj-storians about the same varíabIes, were advanced. The

dat.a related to these predictions were analysed using

Friedman's Two-Way Analysis of Variance by Ranks. ,,,
:.:_j.:.:.:

Efforts were made to ensure that the procedure ì:::::

developed would. be objective and verifiable, meeting

criteria suggested by Bruner and Allport for an operational 
.j,,..:r.:.

definition of Zeitgeist. The methodology advanced in this ,.,=.,,

study would appear to have met these criteria, and the ,,,,,,
i.,:tr'rt,,

results obtained permitted statements to be made which were

compatible with those derived from other methodologies.

It was felt that the study had taken the initial steps

towards supplying a useful definition of Zeitgeist which will
permit a critical examination of its use in histor:ical- analysis"

In particular, subsequent to further development of the method-

o1ogy,itwou1dappearthatthisd'efinit'ioncou1dprovidean
appropriate tool to apply to investigations into the postulated

relationship of concurrence between .Zeitgeist and scientif ic i,:,.,.,,
i,t.i,t--,t.'

advance ,','
i.t,i,:,,,',',
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CHAPTER I

CONSIDERING THE CONCEPT ZETTGEIST

ttz

The knowledge, opinions, attitudes and beliefs

prevalent within a co¡nmunity at a given time cultivate

the development of a set of assumptions held in common

by members of that community. These common assumptions

form a pervasive foundation from which derive psychologi-

cally' economically, socially and politically relevant

responses to their perceived world. They shape the nature

of the questions the community will ask, the manner in

which its problems are approached, and the kinds of solu-

tj-ons it countenances. Their society's past and future

acquj.re for its members certain commonly held images, and

its present is experienced in a way made inevitable by the

nature of its normative world' view. In Gerbnerts words:

Culture is a system of messages that fegu-
Iates the sociãI relationships and cultivates
the prevailing outlook of a community' Common

rituäIs, mythõlogies and story-teltilg 9f all
fitta" (iroir fairÍ tales to news stories) make
society audible ãnd visible. They induce,
sustaiñ, and explain the actions that support
the social struðture and cultivate its norms
(often by demonstrating the consgquences of
irt"it viõtation). They make people perceive



as normal and. real that which fíts the 
1established fantasies of their culture.-

Clear1y, Gerbner presumes a coÍtmonality of the

communication form, an assumption which is reasonable in
relation to modern industrial societies, where a literate
labour force is required, and where a mass media form like
television is accessible to an unprecedentedly large

audience. However, as Deutsch points out, "socíal classes

often are also communities of more frequent and more freely
shared communication. "2 This point has particular relevance

when a trad.itional society, in which illiteracy tends to be

high, is the subject of interest:
A traditional society will tend to have a
Great Tradition within which the gentlemen
of its numerically small elite are all alike
at home. This elite will comprise all the
highly educated, all the experts in 1aw,
religion, commerce and military matters
and all the intellectuals. Local 'littletraditions I will flourish among the masses,
along with marked regional diversity of
dialects and so on. Such people may have
considerable spectator expertise in the ways
of government and The Great, but their
orientation to them will be that of rather
passive subjects, by and large.3

1^-c. cerbner, "Cu1tura1 fndicators," Report, (Phila-
delphia, February, 1975) .

2X. Deutsch, The Analysis of International Relations,
(New Jersey: Prentic

3f. Carney, Content Analysis, (Winnipeg: University
of Manitobê Press, LW
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It would appear, then, that Gerbnerrs statement

speaks to both a large and highly industrialised society

on the one hand, and on the other to subcultures of elite
communities in a traditional society. The world view of

any community can be-seen as its collective self-image;

it has been called "the temper of the time", "the spirit
of the age", and most often, the Zeitgeist.

The concept of Zeitgeist is central to E.c. Boring's

historical analysis of the emergence and development of
psychology as a formal scientific discipline. "A change in
scientific directionr" he says, "occurs readily only when

it moves with the Zeitgeíst."4 Boring deprecates the per-

sonalistic perspective adopted by those who propound the

Great Man theory of historical progress, and presents

numerous cases of simultaneous discovery in the fields of
physiology and psychology to counteract their positíon. He

concludes:

ït may be true that it is the great man who
perceives significance, but it is also true
that the significance shows the problem to
the rgreatt man. This is why discoveries do
not occur until the times are ready for them,
or when they occur too ear1y, are not great.
In other words, the state of the times works
both before and. after the d.iscovery.5

4r.e. Boring, A History of Experimental Psychology,
(New York: Appleton-C

5n.c. Boring, "The Problem of originality in Science. "
History, Psychology, and. Fsience: Se.lected Papers, êd. by

w ffiy and sons,
1963), pp. 65-6.



Boringrs argument, for historical continuity and

the causal agency of Zeitgeist culminated in his paper of
1963.6 The apparently contradictory theories of Great Men

and Great Events could, he fe1t, be reconciled with the

deterministic theory of history if one thought of ',Great

Men as the conseguences of Great Events -- not consequences

in actual hÍstorical sequence but consequences in the

analytic evaluatíon of scientific progress.,,7

Each scientific community within a society forms

a sub-group which "shares an additionar set of assumptions,

. the shared conceptions of what is possible, the

boundaries of acceptable inquiry, the limiting cases.,,8

Boring calls this a zeitgeister, a substructure embedded

within the prevailing macrocosmic Zeitgei_s,9. At any given

time, a zeitgeister (or Zeitgeistchen as it wirl be labelled
henceforth in this p"purg), functions in relation to what

68.G. Boring, uEponym as placebo", History, psycholo-
gy, and Sciencer op. cit., 5-25.

7rbid., p. 16.

o'R.E. Ornsteinr The Psychology of Consciousness,
(San Franciscot W.H. fr '

q-8.G. Boring, "Dual Role of the Zeitgeist in
Scientific Creativity." The Scientific Month1y. 1955, 80,
pp. 101-106, p. I05. As ure of tñã
macrocosmic Zeitgeisj!, the word Zeitgeistchen would appear to
encompass thffiþEua1 meaningmore preèisely.
Zeitgeist t,ranslates literally as "time ghost"; Zeitgeistchen
ÏnTffiÏe tíme ghost"

__"r:\i':.:!:a



Kuhn has called a disciplinary matrix. 11 rdisciplinary'

because it refers to the pract.itioners of a particular
discipline; rmatrixr because it is composed of an ordered

set of elements of various sorts, each requiring further
specification. "l0

One of the components of a disciplinary matrix is
the set of "exemplars" or shared examples, the problem-

solutions that, all members of a given scientific discipline
have worked with as novices, and teach to students as con-

crete illustrations of problem-solving within the discipline.
By this process, novices learn to perceive the analogies

between problems and the nature of their solution; in Kuhn,s i

terms, the student "views the situation that confronts him

as a scientist in the same Gestalt as other members of his

specialistsr group. . He has . assimilated a time-

tested and group-licensed way of seeing. "ll These shared

examples Kuhn ca1ls paradigms.

During a paradigm period, previously established

material is adapted or re-formulated so that it conforms to

the current paradigm, and the new questions to which the

model gives rise are investigated. lrlhere these

10t. Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions,
(Chicago: Universi

ttrolq., n. rg9.
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investigations reveal information which does not agree

with the existing paradigm, the "current of credence,'12

is unreceptive to the non-paradigmatic discoveries. New

information discovered when a paradigm is so strongly
affirmed as to be unassailable is culturally unintelligible,
both within the scientific community, and the society within
whichitoperates.Atsuchtimes,BoringseestheZeitgeist

and the scientific Zeitgeíst,chen as inhibitors of scientific
l

13creativity.-- However both he and Kuhn, together with
ornstein, acknowtedge that just as the personal categories

of individuals are conservative of effort, so too are those

of a community.
ì

What might appear as a similar phenomenon has been 
,

considered ín experiments conducted by Bruner and. post*u.rr.l4 i

In order to maintain a stable consciousness, people hold

firmly to their assumptions, even in the face of strong

counter-evidence. Instead of inventing a new colour-
category to encompass blue-green, for example, we prefer to
place a "more-green-than-b1ue" j-n the "green" category, and

12_*-Boring, 
"Eponym,' , op . cit. , p. 9 . 

,:,: ,¡¡¡,::13- ^ "'' '-'Boring, "Gréat Men", op. cit., p. 39.

1^*'t. -Bru[êr7,and L. Postman, "On the Perception
of Incongruity: A Paradigm. " Journal of Personality, 1949,
18, 206-223.



a "more-b1ue-than-green" in the "b1ueo' categiory. Such

conservatj-ve categorising leads to the development of
stereotypêsr but at the same time, ensures a certain degree

of cognitive stability. rn a similar fashion, the conser-

vative nature of scientj-fíc progress ensures stability of
the knowledge system:

Men whose research is based on shared para-
digms are conmitted to the same rules ãnd
standards for scientific practice. That
commitment and the apparent consensus it
produces are prerequisites for normal
science, i.e., for the genesis and continu-
ation of a particular research tradition.15

Ultimately, however, the continuous progress of
science makes it inevitable that so much confricting infor-
mation will accumulate that, the existing paradigm will be

challenged. seriously, and a great event, which Kuhn ca1ls

a scientifíc revorution, will give rise to a new parad.igm:

Each lof all scientific revolutions] necessi-
tated the communíty's rejection of one time-
honored scientific theory in favor of another
incompatible with it. Each produced a
consequent shift in the problems available
for scientific scrutiny and in the standards
by whích the profession determined what should
count as an admissable problem or as a legi-
timate problem-solution. And each transformed
the scientific imagination in $/ays that we shall

15-'. Kuhnr op. cit., p.
op. cit . , pp . 3-4; F. c. Ering ,FieñEfic- Þrogress. " americãn

11. See also Ornstein,
"Psychological Factors in
Scientist, L954, 42, 639-

645, p. 640.



ultimately neèd to describe as a transfor-
mati-on of the world within which scientific
work was done. Such changes, together with
the controversies that almost always accompany
them, are the defining characteristics of
scientific revolutionË. 16

While this change may be resisted in the sense that

ít is not generally accept,ed immediat,ely, Kuhn maintains

that the change into the new model is not continuous. As

new, and anomalous data arise, the parameters of the exist-

ing paradigm are blurred, research restrictions are

loosened, and at some point, something like a change in

visual Gestalt o."rt".17 The new Gestalt may not be

evident to some, and it may be resisted by others, but the

change has occurred, and the process of fitting old as well

as nerlT data into the new paradigm begins. At this time,

Boring sees the Zeitgeist as helpful rather than hind.ering:

The continuity of development 1ay always
within the Zeitgeist. It was a conservative
force that ããanãñ-that originality remain
responsible, that it be grounded on evidence
and available knowledge. . Science needs
responsibility as well as freedom, and the
Zeitgeist. supports the one virtue even though+ffipeoe the other.fu

l1:;:.{:::i'l;

l;.:
'ì-:l

l6rrrhrr, ${. , p. 6 .
r: -.:_4.:.- :.:

l7lbid. , p. g5 . i" 'rr:,,.,,

lSaorirrg, "Dua1 Role" , op. gi!. , p. 105.



While Kuhn makes no statement quite as explicit,
he does argue that historians of science must direct their
attention to an analysís of the "historical continuity of
that science in its own time. "19 Instead of pursuing the

relatíonship betweenr say, Freudts views and those of
modern psychology, he feels it is more fruitful to compare

Freud's views with those of his contemporaries -- both

within hís discipline and outside ít. Boring clearly
embeds a Zeitgeistchen within a currently prevailing
Zeitgeist. From such a perspective, Boringts concept of
zeitgeist and zeitgeistchen provides an intriguing histori-
cal construct withín which to approach an investigation of
the hístory of psychology as a scientífic discipline.

An ommnibus-type concept like Zeitgeist is vulner-
able to criticisms of nebulousness. Boring's most,

comprehensive statement about the nature of Zeitgeist does

not wholly avoid this danger; it tends to blur the term's
already vague parameters:

Zeitgeist is the total body of knowledge
and opinion available at any given time to
a person living within a given culture.
There is, certainly, no rigorous way of
distinguishing between what, is implicit in
the forms and patterns of communication,
between what is clear conclusion and what
is uncritically accepted premise. Available

l9xohrrr op. cit., p. 3.

;: )rl :j.,,î:

;: l::! Ìì:;
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knowledge is communicated whenever it
becomes effective, and this is the
Zeitgeist working.20

By expressing his understandj'ng of the concept in such a 
''':"'":1"''""''''"'''general way, Boring exposes himself to some of the argu- :::.-:::.:j::.:.,:

ments that Ross advances, when she dismisses the term

Zeitgeist as ,,too confused and simplistic,, to be useful as 
., ,,,., ,,,..,a historical tool for psychoIogist".2l she feels that .,.,...r.,,.i..

using Zeitgeist as a model for causality is a truism of 
.,,;,,,,,,-;,ì:,

historical explanation. since the concept does not help '::':'::''¡':l

to organize and crassify this complex body of knowledge,

beliefs, attitudes and opinions, she says, its use does 
',

nothing to advance historical analysis. The problems of 
l

vagueness and lack of specificity in the way the term is I

used undoubtedly exist. However, this same lack of pre- 
:

cision makes it difficult to argue against its use with
cogency and direction. In effect, without a clear ;

definition of a concept, arguments against its use are :: :: :..

weakengd by theif cifCularity. """"""""""
,t 

,,,t , 
t 

;., ,;,,. .t ,'

Ross makes a reasonable criticism when she attacks ' ,',,.,,.:,, :'-:.

Boring's use of the term Zeitgeis.!.t

2oeorirrg, "Dua1 Role", op. cit., p. 106.

21o. Ross, "The tZeitgeistf and American psychology,,,
Journal of the____His'!p¡y of the Behavioural Sciences , L969 , 6,
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When historians of psychology try to trace
a new idea or development in psychology to
its causes in the "Zeitgeist", they do not
describe the "Zeitgieist" in all its complex-
ity, but rather pj-ck out one particular
strain of the culture which appears relevant .,, , ,',

to their Problem.22 ''" "'.':"..

For this, precísely, is how Boring uses the term when he

is speaking operationally rather than theoretically.

Ross goes on to suggestr ëts less ambiguous alternatives, , ,,,,:,,
:. 

-::.' 
:: 

:.

using such phrases as "climate of opinion", "cuItural 
,

'tt)t' 
't t'"t-

epoch", etc., although her preference ís for a clear arti- i:1:¡;:.:':

culation of a particular intellectual tendency.23 However,
,as Berger maintains, "theoretícal thought, 'ideast, 
l

are not that important in society. Although every society 
i

1contains these phenomena, they are only part of the sum 
.

of what passes for tknowledgetu.zn At the same time, Ross' i

i'
phrases do not appear to be any more accessible to precise 

I,

definition than the term Zeitgeist. The alternatives she l

has advanced so severely fragment the essential totality of 
i..;,¡,,,.

the concept Zeitgeist that its whole complexity, which she :::::''':
¡' '; .::.:-ì
irj,',:,:,i.,,:herself admits to, is lost. ,.::,::-:

22rb]-.d.. , p" 259.

23ruia.r pp.2sg-g.

24p. Berger and T. Luckman, The Social Construction
of Bea_lity. (anchor Books, New York: Doubleday and
Cornpany, L967) , p. 15.
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jr' r' ; :::i

Bruner and Allport discussed the difficulties
associated with using Zeitgeist as a constructive mod.el

for hístorical explanat.ion in an article published in
1940. A statement they made separates the concept from

the methods needed to permit its constructive use:

Unfortunatelyr no one has yet discovered
a method for representing an historical
epoch with strict accuracy. . The task
of representing objectively and verifiably
the subtleties of a Zeitgeist has thus far
eluded wçr¡kers in psycholõþiõal and social
science . 2 5

Rather than dismissj-ng Zeitgeist. on the basis of methodolo-

gical inaccessibility, Bruner and Allport adopted a more

patient and hopeful position. Since that time, linguistics
research. in the areas of historical semantics and semantic

field analysis has contributed considerably to the methodo-

logical procedures necessary for a solution of the problems

inherent to working objectively with such a difficult

"orr..pt.26 For Ross notwithstand.ing, the term is still
employed centrally by historians of psychorogy, sociologists,

:rì : : . :

l: a

25t. Bruner and G.A. Allport, "Fifty years of
Change in American Psychologyr" Psychological Bulletin, Ig40,
37 (10), 757-775, p. 77I.

26s. Ullman, lhe Principles of Semant.ics, (Glasgow:
ffi-_Sããi so Ulman, Semantics:Jackson , Son and Company, 19 sll-GÞter-9.

The Science of Meaning, (New York: Barnes and Nob1e, fnil-
ssure, Trier, and Whorf.
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cultural anthropologists, and those pursuing research in
the areas of communications and sociolinguisEícs.27 ït
is clear that the concept, adequatery defined, is stirl
felt to have considerable functíona1 value.

The task, then, is to attempt to investigate the
feasibility of providing an operational definit.ion for
this concept, which would satisfy the demands of
objectivity and verifiability suggested by Bruner and

Allport in their article. By such a process, it may be

possible to address the very real problems in advancing

zeit,geist as a model for hisÈoricar explanation, that Ross

has noted..

" Zeilgeiqt" t

Boring

operate within

Developing an Operational Definition

feels that one crucial factor which must

a Zeitgeist is effective communication:

27a.n. Buss, "The Emerging Field of the Sociology
gI 9gvçtrologicar Knowledge." American psychorogist, LglÉ,30 (10), 988-1002. See álso t cad.es ofcontroversy over Mental Testing. " American lsychologi*, 1975,

ffiture, society and cultur.e, (New yärkt -eíirffiezl
and personality, (London: TheFree Press o erg"i, u H.Kellner, The Homeress Mind., (New york: Random House , L973) ¡L- oexter@.), peopre, society, and ¡rass

Çcmqu4icatíons, (London: The f ¿);
@(ed. ¡, Exp.torarions in sociorÍngùisiiås,(Bloomington: rndian@.
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The Zeitgeist must be regarded simply asthe sum totãI of social interaction ãs ítis common to a particular 1ocale. One cansay it is thought being affected by culture,
and one wourd mean then that the trrintci-ng oievery man is affected by the thinking ofother men in so far as their thinking is
communicated to him. Hence the impoitanceof communicatíon in science, which bothhelps and hinders progress.2S

clear1y, Boring feers that aspects of the zeitgeÍst are
contained in the communications produced by those who live
within it. consistent with Boring's ideas, a toor which
draws inferences from an objective analysis of recorded
communication would apparently have a face validity as an

operational definition of ZeiLgeist.

vehicles of recorded communication are numerous,

and are not restricted to verbal forms. Art, architecture,
music and clothing styles, for exampre, contain messages

which range from the pragmatics of physical protection to
the expressíons of awe and majesty in certain forms of
music and the soaring lines of Gothic cathedrals.
Religious art and morality plays probably reflect aspects
of the zeitgeist pertinent to the illiterate masses of the
Medieval period. That modern phenomenon, the mass media,

"".", Boring, ,,Dual Ro1e.,, æ.. cit., p. LOZ.rf !þe. ZeitgeisÏ, prevailing ar a givñ rñã wilrrin atraditióããffiiely is undèr consíderation, the "particularÏocaÏF wourd. be tñat occupied by thã iãtevant elite. see
Carneyr op. cit.



contains numerous possibilities for exampre, radio ,

television, newspapers, and the cinema.

A vehicle of communication common both to 
..,,,,,.,,,,.,,,' ,,,,'zeitgeistchen and Zeitgeist during the nineteenth and ; .,':,:, :r j :

twentieth centuries is the written document, ín the form
of books, magazines, ner4Tspapers, articles, pamphlets, etc. 

,,,,;. , ,r,,,., , ,A communications form goes along wíth an audience that uses l;.;,Í':,ri,;,..r.,

it, and the book-using audience is the key one, as this is the ;:,:.::;::,.:,,.i,:

most effejctive communications medl-um. The information con- 
;'''.':';';"¡".".'

t'ained in documents has been the subject of the most
intensive research in the field of communications, and methods

. have been developed to address this domain

Traditionally, gathering personal impressitns has
formed the basic investigative procedure emproyed in any I

analysis depending on written communications for its d.ata. *i
l

However, such a procedure does not take into account the :

j

filterj-ng processes whj-ch every mind uses to sort and 
',, 

.,, , , ,.,
'lt,,,t;t,,,,.,,",.t,tt,,organise impressions. This filtering is a socj-ally condi- ,.r,.,,,ì,,t,,1.-,.

tioned process, in which the norms cultivated by a society 't'.',¡' ,.',,',.,,:',',

help to shape what is perceived or not perceived by its
members. The Zeitgeist of an investigatorrs own society
can affect his perception, and the meang by which he arrives .,¡ ':,;',',,-,..

at his judgments and conclusions may not be wholly replicable.
BrunerandA11portspecifiedbothobject'ivityandverj-fj.a-

bility as necessary prerequisites for the representation of

15
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a Zeitgeist. It is important, therefore, that a procedure

be adopted which can approximate these criteria.
Content analysis techniques have been advanced as

a valuable means of objecti-ve1y obtaining information con-

tained in written documerrt".29 Content analysis has been

defined as rr...ânf technique for making inferences by

objectively and systematically identifying specified
characteristics of messages."30 These techniques have

been used primarily in the areas of political science,

literary studies, and communications;31 in psychology,

content, analysis methodologies have been almost whotly

restricted to clînical studies;32 very few have been

applied to research in the history of psychology. Bruner

and Allport used frequency count methods to assess change

in American psychology from 1888 to 1938. They organized

the content of articles published during that period into

,oo'G. Gerbner, o.R. Ho1sti, K. Krippendorf, w. Paisley
and P.J. Stone (eds.), The Analysis of Communication Content,
(New York: John Wiley

30o.r*. Holsti, Content Analysis for the Social sciences
and Humanities_, p. 14,
@.

31cerbrr"r, et ars., op. cit.
32e. Berelson and M. Janowitz, eds., Reader in Public

Opiníon and Communication, (New York: The frffi
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thirty-two categories dealing with the kinds of subjects
used, the techniques of investigatíon, the methodological

issues dealt with, "t..33 simírar frequency count st,udies

have been conducted by Fernberg"t,34 Ruckmickr35 and
.36ljucnner.

Ben-Davi-d and collins used some frequency count

methods in their investigation of the relations between

specified social factors and the origins of psychorogy as

a scienc".37 lfhile their application of the methods

involved some subjective decision-making which interferes
with the study's replicabilíty, they operationally defined
their categories änd were able to isolate some interesting
patterns of cross-cultural influences and intra-cultural
trends.

33Brrrrr"r and. A1lport, op. cit.
aA ¡mL^ ñ--r-r! ¡. ., .' ,t:-'S.W. Fernberger, "The publications of American ;:.,:.,:.i:

Psychologistsr" Psychological Review, Lg3O, 37, 526-544.
_j. ,t.,; .;:',:.,:

?q :-j - : :

"C.4. Ruckmick, "The Last Decade of psychology in
Review (1905-1915)", psychological Bulletin, 1916, L3;- 512-

36".r. Buchner, "A Quarter Century of psychology in , :. ::.;America (1878-1903) ", Americ4n Journal of esychology, iÞog , 'r.',:,.,.,.,.,tL, 67 4-675.

37_-'J. Ben-David and R. Collins, ',Social Factors in
the Origins of a New Science: The Case of psychology',,
American Sociological Review, !966, 3l (4), ASt-+ø5.-
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Content analysis met,hods ínvolving only frequency

counts are perhaps the least, sophisticated of the techniques

applied to written d.ocuments. For certain research problems,

they are the most suitable and appropriate: how frequently

did specified sources contain a certain word or words; how

often did concept I appear in the same passages as concept y;

did author Z generally use word A ir associat,ion with word X

or with word Y, etc. The techniquets uses are manifold.

with an appropriate and relevant question, the data collected
in the ensuing investigation can be valuable and revealing.

It does not, however, appear to be suited to the task of
capturing the suÈtteties of a Zeitgeist. Frequency counts

can reveal certain aspects of what appears in a document,

and how often it appears, but teII us nothing about how

things were said, about the context in which certain words

or concepts are embedded.

Contextual associates analysis is a method which

permits one to make inferences about a speaker from the

content of his language. These inferenees are two kínds,

those relating to the significance of a word in the psycho-

logical framework of a speaker, and those where one makes

inferences about the psychological structure of an

individual, on the basis of the words he uses. To be able

to draw these inferences, one must work from a theoretical
base which accounts for the relationship between personality
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structure and language, and. from an empirícaI method for
applying the theory to written and. spoken texts. Julius
Laffal has spent over ten years developing the method of
contextual associates analysis, wj-th good empirical results
to support its reliability and validÍty. He is the primary
researcher in this field, and has applied his method to a

variety of written and verbal communications.33

Laffal developed his instrument from what he felt
to be a point of intersection t ot conmon ground, between

linguistic fierd theory and associationist theories of
language. Field theorists suggest that 1anguage is an

instrument whích cognitívery organises our worl-d. vocabulary

is an organized, hierarchical structure, where ind.ivid.ual

words are conceptually related to other words (e.g. angry,

hostile, annoyed, enraged, aggressive, etc.). These small

38,r. Laffal, ,An Approach to the Total Content
Analysis of speech in psychotherapyr" Research in psycho-
therapy, L968, 3, 277-294.

ph ren i c p aEïõÐ"'í 
" ä"3 3i:;:.i:,:l;,, 1"33i:3 3, "å, "oi;:ii: ;

and Social Psychology , L96I, G3 (2) , 42TæT.

inLanguagffii;T3:"Î:3å.ä|";i"^}3ili';":5':iy:}';il"
A-AAS and the Academy of psychoanalysis, The society for
General systems Research and The American political scienceAssociation, L966.

ïnferenc åi'åff.3;.: 3å:':rf::
L59-L7 4.
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conceptual groups are themselves an integral part of other
groups by virtue of conceptual rerationships. Language is
thus seen as a comprex, finely structured cognitive ',map',

of the culture in which it is used

Linguists are interested in the conceptual communal-

ity of language withín a culture, and have focussed on

language as it refrects the cognitive structuring of a

curture within and across time periods, sociar classes, etc.
Psychologists, however, are interested primarily in ind.ividual
differences as revealed in language. Research into word

association, and the importance of word associatíon and

word clustering in cognit,ion, have established that the
individual organises words into groups on the basis of
associat,ive or conceptual communality, where the integral
part of such clustering is experiential in nature. Thus

the índividual's cognitive word ilâp, as proposed. by psycholo-
gists studying language, intersects with that proposed by

the linguists, at the point where both focus on the central
importance of conceptual or cognitive structuring in language

29
and thought."-

39,r. Deese, "On the Structure of Associative Meaning",
¡eyjew, 1962, 69 (3), 161-175. There are num-

rutving, Lß2; Mandler, 1962; Jenkins , Mink
PsychologicaJ-
erous others;
and Russell,
marsh, 1958.

1958; Cofer, 1958; Bousfield, Cohen and Whit,-
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Laffal felt that the principle of the conceptual-

logical dictionary devised by Vtartburg and Ha11ig40 h.a
some limitations when applied to the analysis of individual
speakers with a view to making inferences about the speakers

as individuals, rather than as members of a cultural group.

studies in the organisation of verbal materiar in recall
suggest that language operates as a determiner of experience

for individuals, and similarly as a determiner of cognitj-ons:

Language does its work by evoking experient,ial
associations which are suggested by pertinent
words or, to put it a l_ittle differently, by
rearranging the relative strengths and likeli-
hoods of occurrence of groups of word-thing
responses. The evoked hierarchy of assocj-ations,
the meanírg, reflects a fundamental behavioural
and attitudinal strift in the listener in response
to the stímu1us.41

Thus it was felt that a concepÈual-experiential dictionary,
focussing on the experiential meaning of words, rather than

Wartburg and Halligt= "logical universal" meaning, could

tap more appropriately the cognitive organization of
individual language.

4ourrtr"rrslated from the original German. Referred
to in J. Laffal, ! Concept Dictionary of English, (Connec-
ticut: Gallery P

Á.1'-J. Laffal, Pathological and Normal Languâgêr
(New York: Atherton
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Laffal devised his conceptual dictionary forlowing
a method similar to that used by Spurgeon,42 *ho studied
shakespearers imagery, classifying her material in terms

of themes and subject matter, and grouping images on the
basis of similar and related meanings. This method

complements that of the field linguists, who define a

system beforehand, and group their materiar accordingly.
An example of such preliminary grouping can be found in
early editions of Rogetrs thesaurus, where the author
specified a number of general id.eas under which he arranged
his words: "The idea being given, to find the word t oE

words, by which the idea may be most fitly and aptly
expressed. " 

43

spurgeonrs and Laffalrs methods are directed more

towards moving with the language appearing in the texts,
rather than assuming a communalíty of meaning for all words,
independent of the texts in which they appear. Laffal felt
his approach was "an empirical, psychologically oriented"
one, where words whose common meanings were experiential in
nature, rather than logica1, were grouped together

Å.)'-c- spurgeonr shakegpeare's-I{rpgery and what it rerlsUs, (Cambridge: Univerffi.
43p.¡'t- Roget, Thesaurus of EngrÍsh words and phrases.

(New York: United sta
to lst edition, 1852r p. xiiÍ.

li-l;1:¡:1.::-F
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progressively until a concept emerged. "The processr" he

says, "may be described as a sequence of steps in which

increasingly general criteria for commonality of experience

rirere used to group words."44 The contrast, then, is
essentially that between a theoretical model (field linguists),
and an experiential-empirical situation.

Laffalrs dictionary was developed over a number of
years. Its final version was published in L973 in a book

containing 118 categories and their descriptions, detailed
scoring instructions, and extensive alphabetical listings
of all the words in the dictionary, with their categories.
There is also an alphabetised list of alr dictionary words

under their categorí"".45

Laffal has established that contextual associates

analysis distinguishes between styres of speech and writing
of separate individuals. However if, as Boring claims,
aspects of the prevailing Zeitgeist are embedded in the

wrítten communications of people living within it, this
element of communality should be revealed in a contextual

associates analysis of their documents. Hartsough and

Laffal used the method in order to examine characteristic

^4.'*Laffal, Dictionaryr op. cit., p. 6.

45t. 
""rr. 

. op. cit.
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differences in imagery among scientists in four different
fielAs.46 It. was hypothesised that biologists and experi--

mental physicists wouId. use visual imagery in their writing,
and that anthropologists and theoretíca1 physicists would

use predominantly verbal imagery. The results supported

the hypotheses, demonstrating at the same time that this
procedure is able to capture coÍtmon group elements in
written communications. Laffar has also shown that contex-

Lual associates analysis can be applied successfully to
translated works, and to those written up to seventy years

d9o r thus establishing the reliability and validity of the

instrument under a variety of conditiorr".4T A" an investi-
gative procedure, it would appear that contextual

associates analysis should contribute towards fulfilling
the criteria of objectivity and. verifiability that Bruner

and Allport advanced for capturing the subtleties of
Zeitgeist

46n. Hartsough and J. Laffal, "Content Analysis of
Scientific Writings", the Journal of General Psychology,

47_''J. Laffal, "The Contextual Associates of sun and
God in SchreberIs Autobiography", Journal of Abnormãl-and
ffiial Psychology t !960t Of tg) 47



Purpose of the Thesis

This thesj_s adopted Boringrs suggestion of the nec-

essary relationship between Zeitgeist and scientific

advance. The suggestion was used as a framework for an

attempt to construct a methodology which may prove useful

for an analysis of his positíon. Efforts were made to

meet Bruner and Allportrs criteria. The thesis operated

from Boringrs, perspective of Zeitgeist as a macrocosmic

structurewithinwhich.'""*ã-*rocoSmicsubstruc-
tures, called Zeitgeistchen- From his statement as to the

nature o, ,"raffi ,a is clear that Boring con-

siders both Zeitgeist and Zgitgeistchen to be variable

across time, but constant within any given time period.

Two historical epochs of one country were selected, and

certain aspects of some of the recorded communications from

each, in the form of written documents, ürere analysed'

using Laffalrs method. Data were collected from popular'

and from professional scientific sources, and an attempt

was made to establish such a procedure as one appropriate

to a directed investigation of the concurrence between

Zeitgeist and scientific advance

25
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CHAPTER II

METHOD: SELECTION OF VARIABLES

Periods of particular and acknowledged historical
importanceh¡ere felt to be more pertinent to the intentions
of this thesis than lhose represented only by numerical
breaks such as decades, centuries, etc. Trr¡o such hístorical
epochs related to the history of England r^rere selected.

The historian Asa Briggs specified the period in
England between l85l and. 1g67 as one "which seems to possess
a real unity of its o\^/n the period between lg5l, the
year of the Great Exhibit,ion, and. lg62, the year of the
second Reform 8i11.',48 Numerous others have referred to
this span of seventeen years as the High victorian period.:

The Crystal palace celebration ushered inthe- "high" Victorian periodr or "the age ofEquipoise", as the historian W.L. Burn hascalled it: a period of no more than 15 or20 years, the time we most 1ikely see when
we conjure up a mental image of lfre Victorianera, the time to which the old cliches aboutVictorianism are most applicable íf they areapplicable at all. It is only in the t-ítties
and sixties that, regarding Victorianism from

48a. Briggs,
Press Limited I Lg54)

Viqtorian People, (London: Odhams
r P. 16.



our vantage point of more than I00 years,
we are wholly unconscious of the eighteenth
cent,ury past, on the one hand, and the ltoimpending twentieth century on the othe,.*t

The second time period is bounded on one side by :,-,

the beginning of the end of the Liberal party as a major

political body in England, when Gradstone resigned in L994.

On the other side , L}LA, Ís World. War I, and. the demise ,,.: 
,

of the Edward.ian period ':;

:..' :..'

The end of the Edwardian Age is as certain : ,:

as it was sudden -- August 4, L9I4; the
beginning is less precise, varying according
to the terms of definition, but belçrqgs
roughly to the turn of the century.5u

whire the beginning of the Edwardian period is frequently
specified as 1901, when Queen Victoria died, the subject
does give rise to considerable historical debate. some

specify 1887 as the end. of the Victorían period;51 lggg-I900

tends to be left in límbo as a period which arose from a

certain past, and moved into a specífiable future: it is

a,q--R.D. Altick, Victorian People and ldeas, (New york:
W"lV. Norton I Company f o W.L. Burn,
The Age of Equip.oise, (London: Unwin University Books, 1968).

50S. Hynes, The Edwardian Turn of Mind, (princeton:
Universíty Press, 19

51a. Cruse, After the Victorians, (London: ceorge

27

Allen & Unwin Ltd., I9-t8-rl
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treated simply as the fin de siec1e.52 As a consequence,

the strong erement of continuity between the end of the
nineteenth century and the- beginning of the twentieth is
rost. This continuity was essentially that of transition:
the passage of tíme between one period and another, from

the victorian period to modern England. As Hynes pointed
out, "divisions of time are always arbitrary;
nevertheless they are the temporal patterns which shape our
o$¡n Iives."53 The death of eueen Victoria díd. signal the
end of an era, in the sense that "victorianism,' r âs a
period, was over. But the death of the o1d political
order began demonstrably ín rB94; from that time onwards,

the domestíc, socj-al, and political scenes were character-
ised by conflj-ct between the o1d and the r"r.54

In summary then, thÍs study focused on two

periods in British history as they pertain to the social
community in England:

1. the era of High Victorianism -- 185I to Lg67

2. the Post-Victorian and Edwardian period --
1894 to 1914.

52_---H. Jacksonr , (New york:
Capricorn Books , ]966) --
. 53 S. Hynes, Elqardian Occasions, (New york: OxfordUniversity Press , l9lTlñ,

:.::,:t:1::i

qÃ"Hynes, Turn of Mindr op. cit. r pp. 5-6.
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I'Zeit,geist": Attitudes Popular During

the Periods Studied.

ft was stated above that written documents were

selected as the vehicle of communication to be used in
this study. More specifically, this choice was 

,,,.,.,,,:restricted to those written communications whích achieved ,,,:'.j

best-selling status during the respective periods. 
j,,,,,,,,,,

The reading public, particularly during the first i'. "
:

period, was a tiny minority in England, but an examination
of the oictionary of trlational giographyss reveals that
virt.ually all the professional figures of both periods were

bornintotheupperand'midd'1ec1asses:thesamesocia1

classes. which comprised the reading public. At the same

time, in an article on socíologj-cal aspects of authorship 
l

ín England, Artick was able to establish that from tg3s to :

1870 | gg.Ls" of gritish authors were born into the upper i:..::;,
i:'., ¡.;..,(11.3t) or mid.d.le (g7. Ba) classe".56 of these , 94.rz had ,,,r,,.,,.'

1,t..:t'.','schooling that extended to the end of secondary revel or . l

beyond.s7 Thus popular works produced between 1g51 and

ssoictionary of Natiqnal Biography, (oxford
unrversLty Press).

56n. Altick, ,'The Sociology of Authorship,,, Bulletin
I L962, 66, 3e9-404, pþEZ-.

57rbid., p. 395.
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1867 were written, and read, by members of the same social
classes, those which also produced the scientists, the

professionals, the doctors and lawyers, and many of the

statesmen who governed the country.

This claim cannot be advanced so strongly for the

period between 1S94 and 1914. The passage of Forsterrs

Education Act in 1870 meant, that this períod contained a

much larger reading public; nevertheless, from 1900 to

1935, 84.22 of writers were still born into the middle

.1."="".58 As Altíck points out, while the author class

remained relatively stabre for 135 years, the reader class

d.id not:

As literacy and leisure increased, and
cheap production of books, magazines, and
newspapers made the printed word infinitely
more accessible than ever before in Brítish
history, the essence of the literary situa-
tion was no longer . a dialogue of
equals -- well educated, socially superior
writers addressinq^weII educated, socially
superior read.ers.59

However, while one variable the readers changed in
value, two other's remained constant -- the social origins
of their authors, and the popularity of the books.

Of these thousands of books which began quite

58rbid., p. 394.

Ê.o
JJ-. . -LD].Ct., p. 403.



suddenly to pour into the market from publishers whose

business was rapidly becoming acutely consumer oriented,
the most popurar were novels. Fiction Ìdas the largest
category of books stocked in Mudiers famous circulating
libraryr60 although other categories were more widely
published.6l Fiction, however, dominated literat,ure in
the second half of the nineteenth century in England:

rWe have become a novel-reading people, r

Anthony Trollope declared in Ig7O, .
'all our other reading put together hardly
amounts to what we read in novelsr. The
tyranny of the novel has never been rmotre
irresístable, I wrote Edmund Gosse in Ig92¡Ithe Victorían has been peculiarly the ageof the triumph of fiction. I In 1994, thePublishers! Circu1ar, trade journal of

escribeá the novel as
dwarfing all other kinds of literature, anda few years later Henry James observed thatthe place of rthe prolonged prose fable' had
become rin our time, among the incidents ofliterature, the most surprising example
of swift and extravagant growth The flood
at present swells and swells, threatening
the whole field of^letters, it would seem,
with submersion,.62

60c. Griest, Mudiers Circulaling Library and theVictorian Novel, (B1o
ffi.39.'

61c. Booth, "Englísh Literature in lgg5,', Journal
of 

- 
the SteÇi?tical .Sgçíety of London, tB86 , 49 , p.ffi-Ot

all new edi fiction ra-nteA fourthafter juvenile works, biblícaI teachings, and educat,ion,/
classics/philosophy.

62Quoted in Griest, Mudiers, 9p. cit.r pp. 3-4. BothTrollope and Gosse were noveïFF; Gotse nev-ever ãènieveaTrollopers level of popularity.

31
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some research has been undertaken on vari-ous

aspects of best-sellers. rn a study of the most common

themes appearing in popular novels publíshed in England.

between 1815 and L932, Gossman linked these themes with
pubric opinion current during the time.63 Jordan examined

best-selling novels from lg70 to 1g9o for a reflectíon of
the changing attitudes towards imperialism in Britain,
which reached their zenith of enthusiasm in the "jingoism"
of the late IggO'=.64

R. decharms and G. Moeller r4¡ere interested in cul-
tural change within the united states from lg0o to 1950, and

used childrenfs readers listed in school curricula (and

therefore very widely read), to trace an achievement imagery
curve to its peak around 1900, and its subsequent steady
decline.65 sulman presents a strong case for the influence
of a best-seller on its readers by an analysis of important
magazine articles appearing both before and after the

6301.". Gossmanr,,political
English Popular Novel 1Bl5-1932"
1956 , 20, 531-541.

64e-H-s.- Jordan, "Literature and rmperial sentiment:changing Attitudes, 1970-lg9o", The canadiañ uistoricalAssociation, 1967, 149-155.

65n. deCharms and G. Moel1er, ,'values Expressed inAmerican childrenrs Readers: lg0o-rö50", The Joürnal of
,1962r 64 rffi

and Social Themes in the
, Public Opinion euarterly,
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publication of Benjamin Spock's Baby and Child Care in

Lg45.66 All of these studies used a content analysis

technique for their data collection.

" Zei_lgeirletteq" , Substructures of " Zeitgeist" .

The Zeit.geistchen of the burgeoning scientific

discipline of psychology in England during the two specified

periods was considered in this thesis. It would be both

legitimate and possible to isolate a large number of

Zeitgeístchen for examination, in order to trace the more

immediate contributions of these disciplines to the develop-

ing one of psychology. However, the perspective adopted

was less that of "ho\,rr did psychology arrive at position X",

than "where d.id psychology stand at Time 1, and in what rdays

was its position different at Time 2". Consequently'

one Zeitgeistchen selected for investigation was that of

qcientific psychology, i.e. that area of interest in

human behaviour which emerged, during the nineteenth century,

from medicíne, philosophy, theology and physiology' leading

to the development of a separate scientific discipline

child:
Thought"
1973, 9 ,

66o.*. sulman, "The Humanization
Benjamin Spock as a Populaxizer
, Journal of the History of the

of the American
of Psychoanalytic
Behavioural Sciences,

258=765.
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v¡hose practitioners spoke to the psycbology of man. rn
Wolman's wordi: :

psychology as a science is a comparativelyyoung.discipline, while writing ábout man andhis life goes back as far as wiitten rrisloivcan go. . Rat,ionalists and empiricists,idealists and materialists anâlyzäd humanthought and action, and di-scussed ex cathedrathe íssues of mind and body, feetiñreasonigg, and the overall nature oi humannature. b /

Historians of psychorogy agree with lvolman that psychorogy
as a scientífic discipline had a "nineteenth-century
inception".68

rhe zeitgei-stchen of scientific psychology was

considered as having two components:

1. conventional wisdom psychology

2. insight psychotogy

!{orhs which $¡ere considered representative of the conventional
wisdom in psychology were those wrÍtten by people holding
boËh prominent and. respected positions within their discipline,
and u¡hose works $rere cited as standard texts at leading
BriÈish universitíes during the respective time periods.
works from each periodwhich hindsight shows us to have had

67g.". wolman,
Psychology, (New york: Historical Roots of Contemporarv

6 8r¡ia.
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a major impact upon psychology in Engrand. within twenty
years subsequent to the periods during which they were pub-

lished., wêre selected as representative of insight into issues

of conceÈn to scientif,ic psyóhology. It was felt that this
procedure should permít both the established scientific
psychology Zeitgeistchen of each period, and the forerunners
of the subsequent zeitgeistchen to be investigated

lvritten communications from a second definable
Zeitgeistchen which both attracted. popurar interest, and

claimed allegiance to the general scienÈific body, could
provide some interesting information. one field which met

the two criteria of poputarity and scientific committment

r^/as spirituarism, the investigation into psychic phenomena.

Public curiosity about, spiritualism was aroused. in
Engrand d.uring the 1840 t s and lg50's in response to reports
of psychíc mysteries provoking excitement in Ameri 

"^.69
American mediums visited England duríng the 1950's,
acquiring notoriety for themselves, and considerable public
discussion of their apparent gifts. such prominent

scientists as Faraday and Huxley aÈtacked the movement, with
vigor, and in Huxleyrs case, with vitriolic abuse,

69r. podmore, Irfodern Spiritualism,(London: Methuen c coffi'
Founders of Psychical Research, (London:

Vols. I and 2.
A. Gauld, The
Rout,ledge ä-
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maíntåining that physical mediumship (table-rapping, etc.),
\^¡as fraudulerrt.T0 other equalry important figures in the
scientÍfic community like Elliotson, Esdaile, Barrett and

crookes were wholly convinced that these phenomena merited
further investigation, Elriotson founding and editing the
magazine zoj-st, "the chief organ of the movement up to
1856.'7L Certainly the reports of psychic phenomena

appeared to contain informatíon of a sufficiently bizarre
naLure to arouse considerable pubric controversy.T2

rnterest in the subject faded during the seventies
and eighties, but at the turn of the century, it was revived
with a fervour when a book on talking with the spirits of
the dead was published.73 A leading historian of the
spirituatist movement wrote in LgO2:

The remarkable speculations of the late
Frederic Myers have gone far to vindicate,' on new lines, the Spiritualist contention,
and to bring it once more as an open
question before the court of scieñce.74

7ocauld, rbid.,
7L_Poctmore I oP-.

T2cauldr op. cít. r pp. 66-83.

73r. Myers, Human personality and its Survival ofBodily Death, 2 voIs 9O3).

p. 83.

cit., p. 3, Vol. 2.

74Pod*or", g.. cit. , vo!. 2, p. 357.
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By this time, the major activity in the field was psychical

research, which Hearnshaw, in his history of British
psychology' calls 

"1."'-""'" "'...an ostensibly scientific activity . . . a
cross between the spiritualísm, and the
religious starvation of the scientific
agnostic. . it restored the hope of
immortality and allieviated the fear of
I spiritual.rpxtinction t and t spiritual ,,'.',":,','.".'.
SOiitUder.l) -!-- 

,,,.,ir,.:.,,,',:,,.,,
' :l .- :.':.

Hearnsha!{ sees a consid.erable link between research into l.:,,:;,,:,r:,,:.,,
.:'.:.'.: :.'.:. ::.' :'

psychic phenomena, and psychology, particularly abnormal
76psycnoJ.ogy.

Dataobtainedfromwrittencommunicationsabout
I

spiritualism permitted a consideÉation of aspects of 
ì

i

this zeitgeistchen in relation to the scientific psychology 
l

:

:_Zeitgeistchen and the macrocosmic Zeitgeist.

Written Communications to be Selected as Sources.

1. Popular Nove1s.

Three best-selling novels were selected for each

of. the two periods, where each novel was pubrished originalry

75r,.s. Hearnshaw, A Short History of British psy-
chology, (New York: Barne

_:.1 :::lil : :

76ruia.
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during the period for which it was chosen. The

criterion of "best-seIler" is not clearcut for the first
time period, since no detailed sales records were main-

tained during this time. However, it was possible to
collect figures and statements from bibliographies, records

of publishing houses, biographies of authors, and survey

histories of English literature. The selection of best-

sellers for the second period was made from the lists
of "most popular novels of the year" in Desmond Flowerrs

A Century of Best Se11ers.77

One novel was selected from approximately each

third of both periods. Where more than one fulfilled the

selection criteria for any one segrment of each period, the

choice was made on the basis of availability. This

point was particularly relevant to the second period: best-

sellers in England at the beginning of the twentieth

century were difficult to locate. Those from the earlier 
i

periodhaveeitheracquiredthestatusofcuriosandbeen

reprinted, or are now categorised as "classics", and

therefore readily available.

77o. Flower, A Century of Best Sellers, (London:
National Book Council
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2. Conventj-onal Wisdom in Scientific psychology.

One "conventional wisdom" figure was selected
for each period. The selection vyas based on the

results obtained from eritist profiles of people mentioned

in Boring's authorÍtat.ive work on the history of psycholo-

gy.78 The construction of the profiles was ba.sed on -

the following criteria, with information obtained from the
Dictionary of Nat,ional Biography:79

i) graduate of a^leading university (Oxford
or Cambridgeõu).

ii) number of academic a/or

iii) number of academic d/or
positions -- ê.g. fe1low
sity college, etc.

professional positions

professional elective
of a leading univer-

iv) editor of a leading academic or professionaljournal, ê9. Mind, up to and including, but
not subsequent tõ, the relevant time period.

v) number of texts published during the relevant
time period

vi) number of reprints of the above during the
critical period

vii) "standard text" qualifications mentioned for
the text (s) listed under section (v) .

78u.C. Boring, A History of Experimental psychology, op.cit. Ttre term "elitist" is used i¡r tLre fassr,¡effian s@
ãl-te grgpp of prominent and important f igures.?ot ¿^'-qp.. cit.

8oatti.r, "sociology of Authorship,,, 9p.. cit., p. 39g.
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viii) more than 5 articles published in academic
or professional journals prior to or during
the critical period.

ix) number of academic awards

After elitist profiles had been constructed,

attention Ì¡¡as focused on those whose text(s), published

for the first time during the periods the elites represent,
:

dealt with any of the following:

organic and functíonal nervous diseases

i:i:3i åi:::::3'
pathology of the mind
structure and functÍon of the mind
behaviour

r

By following this process, one text from each period was

I selected which represented the accepted position of the
l

community of scientific psychology in regard to contempor-

aneous psychological thought.

3. Insight in Scientific Psychology.

One book was selected from each period which

hindsight permits us to see as having made no significant

impact on the emerging discipline of psychology at its

time of publication, but which had a major influence on the

discipline within twenty years subsequent to the relevant

period. The selection of these books was made on the

basis of information obtained from leading histories of

i'-:-'
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psychology (e.g. Boring, Klein, lvolman) .81 This was

supplemented by sares records and dates of reprints from
biographies and autobiographies of their authors, and by
reference to a list of read.ing psychologists prepared in
Lg68-82 The two authors selected both appeared in the
list of most highly ranked figures.

4. Spiritualism.

Major histories of spiritualismS3 r.r. researched.

for a list of books on spíritualism and./or psychic research
published originally duríng the two periods. Lists of
those referenced in these histories as important and

influential works were compiled, and urtimately, one

for each period was'selectêd. The fínaI choice was based

in the last analysis on the availability of these works.

81n.c. Boring, History of psychology, op. cit.,D.B: Klein, A Hisrory o vitrvãil-vårk:Basic Books,

82n.r,. Annin, E.G. Boring, & R.ï. watson, ,,rmportant
Psychologists, r600-L967" , Journal of the History ot LheBehavioural Sciences, 1969,

83Pod*or", 
æ.. cit. Gauld, 9p. cit. Sir W.F. Barrett,

9gY9þical ReseaTcrr,-Cr,oilaon : Thorntffi güEEerworth, Limited,
191r) . H. Carrington, Tþ-g lsychic lVorld, (New york: G. p.
Putnamr s Sons , 1937) . sm and So*-!y.,(New York: Schocken Books, ]-969).-
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A total of twelve books six from each period
-! were selected. as vehicles of written communication (see

Table 1 for a summary of the design).

æþcted Target Words f
4qsociates Analysis.

The target words, whose contextual associates

çonstltuted. the operational focus of this thesisr úere
selected on the basis of the folrowing restrictions:

a. Each word should bear an important functional
relationship to the development of the disciprine of
scientific psychology.

--b" Each should represent a broad conceptual fieldwithin psychology; the term "instinct',, for exampl., would
be consÍdered to have a much wider reference areã than the
more specific "reflex". This particular restríction was
ãdopted in order to eliminate the possibility of highty
technrcal t.erms appearing only occasionarly Ín popul-ar
novels.

c. Each word selected must appear in a standard
etlrmologicar d.ictionary as having been used in England
during the two time periods.

Since the sources üsed $rere published orig-
inally from síxty-four to one hund.red and twenty-three
yêars âgor'ând word usage is'not stabre over time, it was

necessary to devel.op. lists of wórds and phrases -used synôn-
ymously during each'period. with the-:target woritd. rn 'order

to derive - these lists r. Èhe .following- procedure was .

,adopted:
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SUMMARY

Period
Popular

ZEÏTGETST

Tab1e 1

DABLE OF METHOD DESTGN

SCIENTIFTC
ZEITGETSTCHEN
6ven--
tional Insight
wisd.om

PSYCHIC
ZETTGETSTCHEN

1851-1867 3 best-
selling
novels

I text I text I text

1894-1914 3 best-
se11íng
novels

I text I text I text



i !:.: .1-:,¡i

A1I the meanings in operation at the time for
each of the target words were obtained from
A Tew, Er-rgli:h Dictfunary of Historical
Prrncl-pJ.es. er

The synonyms for each target word appearing in
the appropriate editions of Roget's thesaurus
were listed. Where any word did not appear in
the Index to the thesaurus, all of the descrip-
tive definitions for the term found in the ety-
mological dictionary v¡ere used as the reference
words for Çþe collectíon of synonlzms from the
thesaurus. u5
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l_.

ra.

A total of four target words were selected.

The contextual associates of up to ten appearances

of each target word or its synonyms rÂrere analysed for
each of the twelve sources. Each book was divided into
ten equal parts, and the first occurrence of each target
word in each tenth of every source was analysed. In

order to control for the possibility of the occurrence of
one target word influencing the nature of the contextual

associates of another, first occurrences had to be such

that they did not appear on the same page as another target
word. Where any target appeared only ten times or less in any

one source, the contextual associates of each appearance were

84_.-'Sir J.A.H. Murray, A New English Dictionary of
Historical Principles, (Oxfor

85p.tto. Rogetr op. cit. Rogetrs thesaurus has been
re-printed and revisedGouñF1ess times, with the first
ed.ition published in 1852. The 1853 edition was used to
collect the synonyms for the first time period, and the
1913 edition was used for the second.
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analysed. Where any target word did not appear in a

section of a source, its first appearance in the subsequent

section was selected, and its second appearance in that
section represented. a "first" occurrence for that tenth.

Where any target did not appear in the final tenth section

of a source, the second appearance of that word in the

preceding section was used.

Associational Contexts for Target Word.s :

LaffaIhasconsistent1ydefinedacontext,whichhe
i

ca1ls a passage, rras a sequence beginning three lines before 
I

a line containing a key word (i.e. target word) and ending

three lines after a line containing a key word. uB6 without l

- --- ---------J -- ---r 
i

re-typing every passage, using the same size type and :

exactly the same margins, this definition of a passage

becomes somewhat imprecise when more than one source is ,,,;,:,..,:,

' ''.',t 

t. 

,'

used. A passage for this thesis was defined as one con- 
,',,,,;,,;.,

taining a total of forty Laffal' Dictionary concepts 
: ::

("categories"), where twenty preceded the appearance of a

target word, and twenty succeeded it. These specific 
r:::.¡:.:;:

861,.ffu1, "Contextual Associates of sun and God",
op. cit., p. 476.



numbers $rere arrived at by counting the number of Dictionary
concepts which preceded and followed target words in
passages reproduced by Laffal in his publications. The

twenty/twenty split r¡iras very consisterrt. 87

Consideration of Data Collected.
il'..,''.,',: i
j'- j- -':

The methodology was established with certaj-n general ,:,:,-',r;.
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expectations in mind as to possible variations in the data.

The data investigation therefore focused on the dj-fferences

and símilarit.ies in the conceptual analysis frequency profires
for each target word between each of the source categories

i. within one period

ii. between the two periods.

The amount and nature of overlapping segrments of the fre-
quency profiles obtained $¡ere also of interest in the data

investigation.

The d.ata r^rere examined critically in consideration

of appropriate methods of analysis of data obtained in this
way.

87*h".twentyr/twenty split was such that all cate- .:r:ì:..gories appearing were counted; if a cat,egory appeared, say, i::,:.,r.three times within the context of a target word, it was
counted as one category at each appearance.
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Evaluation of the Methodology from the Data

The d.ata obtained in this study v¡ere used less for

making statements about variables, than about the feasabil-

ity of the method. On the basis of the investigatíons, it

$¡as felt that specific hypotheses could be advanced, which

appeared to be addressed appropriately by the meLhod used

in this study



CHAPTER IIT

METHOD: VALUES ASSIGNED TO SELECTED VARIABLES

Written Communications Selected

1. Popular Novels of the High Victorian Period: 1851-1867

, It has been suggested that Victôrian literature was ....',.-¡.',:
'.,''.,

, one of the public fields in whích the Victorian compromise ,ti,i.,,,,,
. : :. . .' . .

between science and retigíon that is, Victorian rational- l "

ism-'wasattacked,defended,modified,andbyt'heIate
I

nineteenth century, destroyed. Many saw this battleground as :

i essentially productive, because it encouraged serious debate.g8 I

I

, The assaults were mounted in different forms, and

fictional literature was strongly influenced by many of them. ,

DiscussionsofEng1ish1iteratureduringthisperiodhave
almost universally grouped the contemporaneous fiction being

published into five general classes. At times, the same 
¡:: ._.,:.:,

group of novels is given a different name ,,romantic i ,'"",
- ::l'.. .:: -: '

: melodramas" are also called "adventure novels" -- but the .',"'
books listed under each class are sufficiently consistent to
permit a consíderation of the literature of the period to

88e.*. Chesterton, The Victorian Age in Lilerature,
London: Oxford University of
those who regretted the passing of this fruitful public arena.

48
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develop j-n relation to these five novel r'types".

The effect of the Oxford Movement on the one hand, and

the Evangelicals on the other, $¡as evident in the emergence 
,,, ,, .,

of what were carled "character novels,', where the phirosophy ¡i' ;1..,:

and principles of each were personified in some of the most

popular novels of the High victorian period.89 charlotte
.l

Yonge, for example' hras a proteg€ of Keble, a famous disciple i,:,.,,,:,t,;,,'

- of the oxford Movement. Her first novel, published in 1g53, ,,..,- ,,

was, like most of her subsequent works r ëID immediate best- """"'''"''

90seller.-- From the Evangelicals, who propounded a philosophy 
:and style of conduct labelled I'muscular ChristÍanity", came a 
I

i

number of best-sellers, one of which was Hughes' Tom Brownrs 
i

A11ofthecharacternove1sr^¡erenotedforthej-r
spiritual earnestness -- earnestness being one of the primary 

I

)

mora1attitudesthatHoughtoniso1atedford'iscussioninThe

Victorian Frame of ¡,tind.92

89n. Batho and. B. Dobrle, TÞe Victoriansand After,Lond.on: The Crescent press, L962r ,s
Circulating Libraryr op. cit., pp. 1ZS-ø

90*. Mare and A. percivar, victorian Best-selrer: The
Wor1d of Charlotte M._yonge, (Londo .FA---T9A-BF

lQ.o. Leavis, Fiction and the Reading public, (London:
Chatto and Windus, 1939

92w.ø. Houghton, Iþe Victorian Frame of Mind, (London:
Yale University press, L9 '

49
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Another class of fict,ion was the "domestic novelr',
i-nto which faII the novels of oliphant and Tro1lope, for
example, and, some of Mrs. Henry woodrs books, which were all
wildry pop,rlu.r.93 The domestic novels rnzere neither strident
nor sensational, and their focus was always a family group in
an everyday setting. The historical novel offers a ress

mundane setting, but this essential offshoot of romanticism

was no longer in vogue during the serious mid,-Victorian period.
However, "romantj-c melodramas", whích chose exotic scenes

and wirdly improbable plots, became enormously successful

towards the end of the 1860's, particurarly those produced

uy ouida.94 This lady rebelled against victorian prudery,

shocking and enthralling read.ers with her flamboyant styre
and amoral characters.

Two other classes of fiction can be isolated during

the High Victorian period: ,'sensation nove1s,,95 and ,,socia1

op.
of
pp.

Victor
Dobráe,

93e. Batho and B. Dobrée, Th9 victorians and After,
cit., p. 326¡ G. Sampson, The_t.=",1 t - P. -r¿oi tr. ÞampsOn, '-Une L;OnCl_Se UAmþf LCtge Hl_St,Ofy

Engtish Literature, Cambrid

94¡¿. stirling, The Fine anQ the Wicked, (London:
Gollancz Ltd. , L957t; -G. Griest, op. cît.; Batho and
op. cit., p. 326.

95p. Edwards, Some Mid-Victorian Thrillers: The
Sensation Novel. fts FT
unr_versLty ot eueenstand press , L97r.) .
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problem novels u .96 rn the Latter group fal1 the works of
Dickens, Eliot, and Charles Reade, although Eliot wrote many

character novers as weIl. Dickens and Reade attacked many

aspects of victorian rationalism, generally with such hectic
pace and melodramatic plots that some have labelled their
works sensation novels. rt was in this class that three of
the most popular novels of the nineteenth century appeared

in the early 1860rs.

In many ways these five novel classes overlap, but

there is enough distinction among them to suggest that a

representative sample of popular novels of the High victorian
period be selected with these fictional forms in mind. The

three novels chosen for this period were all referenced as

best-seIlers by a minimum of five =orrt..=r97 and each was

drawn from a different fiction crass, such that the beginning,

the middle, and the end of the period 1851-1867 were represent-
ed. The novels selected were as follows:

96g. Batho and B.
op. cit.r pp. 776-786.

Dobr6e, op. cit., p. 79¡ G. Sampson,

97n. A1tick, Thg English common Reader, (chicago:
University of Chicago d B. oo6rde,
op. cit.; A. Cruse, The Victorians and their_Reading, (Boston:
F-ougñEõn Mifflin Com t.;
A. Po1lard, Illqtory of Literature in The English- lñ-guage.
The Victoria

i'::t::
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Charlotte Yonge. The Heir of Redclyffe. 1853.98
A characte staunch and
lifetime devot6e of the Oxford Movement.

lvlary Elizabeth Braddon. Lady Audley's Secret . 1862.99
One of the most f
sensation novels of the period.

Ouida. under Tno Flags. 1867.100
A RornantiE nre.Lodrama, one of the first which
rebelled against some of the novelistic
conventions of the day by making an amoral
character supremely heroic.

2. 9gpyl?T= {ovels of the Post-Victorían ,and Edwardian Period:
1894-1914.

The end of the nineteenth century, and the beginning

of the twentieth, have been seen by their social and literary
historians as a period reflecting essentially a conflict
between two forces--the "old" of the Victorian inheritance,

and the rrnewrr of the modern world.101 Hynes in particular
points to the social and political conflicts and changêsr the

inertia of the Liberal Party and general feeling of idealism

unassociated with action; the social fragment.ation and class

98_--London: Macmillan and Co., 1866.

lolA. cruse,
The Edwardian Turn

After the Victorians,
o

oo
'-New York: Dover Publicatíons,

looptil.delphia: J.B. Lippencott

Inc., 1974.

Company, 1897.

op. cit.; S. Hynes,
Hynes, Edwardian

Occasionsr op. cj.t.
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bitterness; the absence of either a religious or philosophical
framework for manrs awareness of his place in the universe;
the overwhelming weight of all the unresol-ved issues. For in
many ways, they were unresolved; the conservative forces
fought a desperate rearguard action that $ras waged until the
end of world war r heralded their defeat. Essent,ially, the
values and aspirations of the High victorians $/ere accepted
during the middle years of the ninet.eenth century, but, they
were perceived as inappropriate by the liberal forces in the
Edwardian period. English society was attempting to come to
terms with industrialisation and its concurrent economic and

social changes; the battle was fought between two heterogeneous

groups, where in every confrontation the conservatives reacted
with rigid infrexibility, and the progressives attacked with
brash crudity. During this period, the opposing forces became

more sharply derineated. As Hynes shows, they did not call a

truce until August 5, l9l4 .L02 ïn chesterton,s word.s:

This coincident colrapse of both religious and political
idealism produced a curious cord air õe emptine-ss andrear subconscious- agnosticism such as is eltremety
unusual in the history of mankind. rt is what H.ê. wells,with his usual verbal- dericacy and accuracy, spoke of asthat, íronical silence that follows a great controversy.. There was no arithmetical autumn, but there was aspiritual one. And it came from the sense that man'stwo great inspirations had failed him together.l03

lo2ttyrr"", Turn of Mind, op. cit.
103ch"=terton, op. cit., p. 97.
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The two forces at war with each other during this
period in England are reflected, as both e1win104 and cruselos

suggest, in popular novels of two types those of the "per-
sistent Victoriarrs"l06 and others of the assertively new

Edwardíans who rejected the o1d solidity with scorn. These

basic fictional forms responded, of course, to a similar
division amongst their readers, but the nineties the fin

lo6ruia.

- .\ .de siêcIe saw a vivid upsurge of many types of novels,

responding again to a fragmentation of the reading audience

which continued into the Edwardian period.lo7 There were the

nove1softhe,,decad,ents|,--Wi1d'eandMoore,forexamp1e

and the wildly popular o1d style books by Corelli, Caine and

Ward.BetweenthesetwoextremesI,l'erethemoderate1ypopu1ar

authors like Galsworthy and the Romantics; detective novelists 
i

ilike Conan Doyle; rousing adventure spÍnners like Haggard and

Henty; science fiction by H.G. !Vel1s. A representative sample 
l

:

of best-selling fiction of this period should reflect some of 
tï,,

this fragmentation of interest in the readers. ,.,

104M. E1win, old Gods Falling, (London: Collins, 1939).

1054. Cruse, After the victoriansr op. cit.

:':r:'.ii
''.: - '

107H. Jackson, The Eighteen Nineties, op. cit.
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Of the three novels selected for this period, one $/as

representative of the "old," type, and the others of the "neid".

of these two, one $/as a "new" style Edwardian romance, and the

other was an offshoot of the Haggard-type adventures, together

with a heavy lacing of ouida's lush romance. The "persistent
vicLorian" selected combined in her novers an incredibre
collage of "science made popular", aspects of spirituafisi
whích outraged the serious discipres, and interpretations of
Christ,ian dogma which provoked scathing attacks from the

press and the pulpit.lo8 It was felt that, besides meeting

the criterion of "best-sel1er", these three novels vrere

representative of some of the broader trends in fictional
writing of the period. All were selected from Flower's A

Century of Best Sellers.109

Marie Corelli. The Sorrows of Satan. 1895.110
Corelli torian" par excellence.
she has been called the most popular ãuEtrñftñ.e--
nineteenth century; this novel was her biggest best-
seller the 59th edition was published in 7914.

1088. Bigland, The Woman and The Legend, London:
Jarrolds (London) Ltd. rm

109D. Frower, g.. cit.r pp. IB-21.

ll0Lorrdor, r Methuen & Co. Ltd. , 1936 .

rì. ::ì::'i:.1
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w.J. Locke. The Morals of l"larcus ordevne. 1905.111
Locke oine -- who
viTas a "fallen woman" lived happily ever after.

Ethel M. Dell. The Way of an Eag1e. L}ir2.l-12
Dell was generation of .::...writers; her torrid romances were blatantly ::,,,

erotic ín the most discreet manner, presaging
Hullrs The Sheik of 1919, and. such later novels
as Peytõ-E[ã

3. Conventional Wis-dom Figures in Êcientif ic Psychology for 
,f,,r..

the High Victorian Pericdi 1851-1867.
i:,,,:ì,:,

Boring argues that psychology, even as an informal ':':":::

d.iscipline, had no separate place in the scholarly arena in
England during the mid-Victorian period.ll3 However, psy-

chological texts and articles were being produced; in 
l

lparticular, those by Bain, one of whose books became a standard

text in the field after 1870.114 The more formally accepted 
,

works being written hTere subsumed within medicine. By isolat- 
'

ing some of these books and articles, the nature of the

psychological speculations of the period can be investigated.
1:- r:::;-

Texts of scholarly psychology were considered for selection as 'i"',"

lllI,orrdoru John Lane The Bodley Head Limited , Lg22.

Il2Torontor The Copp, Clark Company, Limited, 1918.

1138. Boring, Historyr op. cit., p. 233.

114tbid. , p. 23s.
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the conventional wisdom source for this period.

Histories of medicine $¡ere investigated for references

to prominent figures in the fietd, and Buckni1l and Tuke's

A Manual of Psychological Medicine (IB5B) 115 was named as the

standard text by 1860, suppranting pritchardrs A Treatise on

rnsanity dating back to 1835. The clear choice for another

scholarly text was Bainrs The Senses and the Intellect
(185s).116

Bucknill and Tuke embracel the traditional medical

model in their d.iscussion of mental disease. This model

postulated a correlation between physical, including physio-

logical, conditions of the body, and those of the mind. By

mid.-nineteenth century, it has been maint,ained, ,'the general

course of insanity was definitely chartered in the direction
of organíc, physiological interest=.,'117 This orientation was

enormously encouraged in the eighteen fifties (and confirmed

in its perspective) by a successful diagnostic classification

115.r.c. Bucknill and D.H. Tuke,
gical Medicine, A Facsimile of the I85B
ffiing CompêDy, 1969.

1r7c. zilboorg and G. Henry,
Psychology, New York: W.W. Norton &

A Manual

1168. Boring, History, op. cit,., pp. 233-240.

of Medical

of Psycholo-
New York:

A History
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of general paralysis.

This mechanistic stance accorded werl with one of the
dominant philosophies of the time. utilitarianism was not
accepted universally, but its essentiar pragmatism and

determinist,ic perspective fitted comfortabry with the
material strivings and growing securar morarity of the period
which saw the pubrication of Darwin's origin of species in
1858. The scholar Bain was also a Utilitarian; as such, it
is not difficult to understand why his books were leading
texts for four d.ecades. A mechanistic philosophy was

accessible to scientific investigation, and with a scienti-
fically oriented academia, a mechanistic approach was clearly
the most intelligib1e.

Following the selection of the books by Bain, and by

Bucknill and Tuke, elitist profiles for the authors r^¡ere con-

structed from informat,ion obtained from the National Dictionary
of giographyllS (see Figure I). Whi1e the two books met the
time of publication restrictions, and the content specifications
outlined in Chapter II (see p. 40), the book by Bucknill and

Tuke was serected as the conventionar wisdom source for the
period. 1851-1867 on the basis of the profires obtained.

ttton. cit.
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FIGURE 1

Elit.ist Profiles of Selected Conventíonal Wisdom Figures

for the.High Victorian Period.

Bucknill
Tuke
Bain

)=-

----

The proiiles hTere constructed ori the basis of
frequency of occurrence in relation to each
category, with the exception of articles
publlshéd. All three f igures pu6TffiÑ-we11
pvffi articles up to the end of the period
in question, so each was given an arbitrary
score of 5.

I

I

graduation

positions

elective
positions
journal
editor

text-books
published

irumber of
reprints
standard-text
qualifications

articles
published

academii
awards

Figure 1.
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4. conventional wisdom Figures in scholarry psychology for
the Post-Victorian and Edwardian perioL 1894-1914.

Boring clearly specifies Stout and Ward as the leading
psychologists in Britain during this time period, and in fact,
well beyond it.119 He mentions many others -- MacDougarl,

Sully, Romanes, Morgan, Rivers -- but Stout's position was

that of the effective communicator. of his Manual of psy-

chology (1899),L20 Boring states that ,,without a successful

competitor it determined for many years the pattern of Brit,ish
syst,ematic psychorogy ."L2L Elitist profires Ìárere constructed.

for Ward and Stout; the results indicated that Stout's
Manual be selected as the conventional wisdom source for this
period (see Figure 2).

6 " Insight in Scholarly psychology for the ÏIigh Victorian
Period: 1851-L867.

Both eoringLz2 and vtorm"rrl23 =,rgg""t that Herbert 
,,,,.., .,

Spencer had a major influence on the development of psychology r,,,',,.,,,,,¡=

1198. Boring, Historyr op. cit.r pp. Alg-Ags.

120c.r. Stout, A Manual of psychology, London: !f .8.Clive, 1932.

1218. Boring, History, op. cit., p. 464. i.....

L22r,bíd,., pp. 240-242.

L238. wolman, op. cit., p. 4.
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FIGURE TI

Eritist Profiles of selected conventional wisdom Figures

for the Late-Victorian and Edwardian period

.graduation

positions

elective
positions

journal
editor

text-books
'published

nnmber of
represents

stand.ard-text
qualificaÈions

articles
published

academic
awards

Figure 2. The profiles were constructed similarly on the
basis of frequency scores, ag'ain with the
except,ion of art.icles published, where both
figures publim minimum of five
articles within the relevant time period
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in England during the second half of the nineteenth century.
spencer, of course, preceeded Darwin in the evarutionary
field. His Principles of psychology (1855) ,L24 *ut ,,a

serious attempt, to found psychology from first principles
upon an evolutionary basis.rL25 Howeverr âs spencer records

in his Autobiography, the bookrs sares record was minimal,

its reception in scientific circles was non-existent, and

the nature of its revie$rs vras hostile .L26 rt was not until
the second, and extensively revised edition was pubrished in
1870 that his evolutionary principles hrere accepted. As the

author stated Ín the Preface to the second. edition:
When in 1855 the first ed.ition was issued. it had to
encounter a public opinion almost uníversally adverse.
The doctrine of evolution everlzvrhere implied in it was
at the time ridiculed in the world at 1arqe, and frown-
ed upon even in the scientific world.L27

clearly, Principles of Psfchology made no significant impact

on psychology at its time of publication, but did so three
years subsequent to the end. of the mid-Victorian period.

I24u.* York: Appleton & Company, 1899.

L25L. Hearnshaw, British psllchologyr op. cit., p. 41.

L26H. Spencer, An Autobiography, 2 vols. London:
Williams & Norgate, 1904.

L27H. spencer, op. cit.,p. v.
Preface to the Second Edition,
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Spencer appears as one of the fifty-three most highly ranked

al article listing important, psycholo-figures in the Annin et

gists from 1600-19 67.L28 
"" 

therefore meets the criteria

specified on p. 4L for the selection of an insight figure in

scientific psychology, and Principles of Psychology was

selected as a source representative of insight in psychology

during the mid-Victorian period.

6. Insight in Scholarly Psychology for the Post-Victorian

and Edwardian Period z 1894-1914.

fÈ would appear that, Ett the beginning of the

twentieth century in Eng1and, the discipline of psychology

chose a careful, conservative path to tread. One clear

example of this caution relates to the reaction of the British

Journal of Psychology to Freud. His Interpretation gl_P¡eame

(1900) appeared in the líst of "publications recently received"

in Vo1ume 7, LgLAr âs the authorised translation of the third

ed.ition. However, of the new publications listed in all the

volumes issued up to May, LILA, twenty-one of them $lere

untranslated German works , of which twenty \^¡ere reviewed--in

German. ïn fact, between the British Journal of Psychology,

and Mind, a leading academic journal founded by Bain in

1288. Annin, êt. 4., op. cit,., p. 303.
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L876,L29 only eight articles referring to Freud appeared

between 1894 and 1914. None of these articles endorsed his

theories, and all went to some pains to draw some distinction
between the operations of an abnormalr ërs opposed to a normal,

mind. Hov/ever, abnormal psychology was still more the pre-

serve of medical psychologists--the discípline of psychology

in England at that time focussed more on comparatj-ve psy-

chology, individual d.ifferences, and psychometrics.l30

Boring has pointed out that "after the First World

War applied psychology sprang up and flourished with the

economic support of ind.ustry."131 CIearIy, Freud made no

significant impact on psychology in England up to 1914, and

a statement of his subsequent influence on the discipline in
Englandr âs everlnøhere else, is a truism of historical
psychology. Like Spencer, Freud appears in the list of most

highly ranked figures in the article by Annin "t .1.132 His

book The ïnterpretation of Dreams (1900¡ 133 *"" selected as

L29E Boring, History, op. É., p. 325.

13orbid., pp. 487-Bg.

131rbid., p. 460.

et a1., Ibid.1328. Annin

r33s. Freud, Dreams. In The Basic
T-ñe 

--

The Interpretation of
Freud, €d. by A. Bri11,
r pp. 183-549.

Wri sofSi ew York:
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the insight psychology source for the period rg94-19r4. This

particurar work was chosen in preference to others by Freud

published before L9L4 because it a) appeared, rike spencer¡s

book, early in the relevant time period, and b) was Freudrs

first systematic expression of his theories
motivation. the book is considered by many

. 134worK.

of
to

unconscious

be his greatest

7 . Spiritualism Sources for the Hígh Víctolian perioct:

1851-186 7

While faith in. scient.ific advance contributed to the

unbounded optimism of the mid-Victorians, it inevitabJ-y gave

rise at the same time to considerable anxiety and doubt,

because it challenged the position of religious teachings.

Christianity was confronted with scientific discoveries which

challenged j-ts doctrine and dogmas -- the very foundations of
any rerigious system. This was just one of the reasons which

led to the receptive popular climate towards spiritualism
when it made iþs rather sensational appearance in England

during the I840's. 'Here was a field of inquiry which dealt
with the intangíble using what purported to be scientific
methods. Consequently, although spiritualism was attacked

with vigour, it was not ignored that ít appeared worthy of
assault could only add to Íts credibility.

1348. Boring, EÞlqryr op; cit., p. 710.
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Popular and scientific interest in the area was

short-Iived, perhaps becauser âs both Boring and Gaurd. suggestr135

psychologicar investigations, particularry in the field of men-

tal illness, v/ere progressirg, and gaining wider acceptance.

Spiritualism was exciting and sensational, but Victorians were

earnest people when the subject under discussion was connected

with aspects of the sacred. The appearance. of magical pro-
perties in tabre-rapping and spirit-talking discredited such

phenomena. lVhen medical science carefully defined the causal

factors of insaníty and associated them with moral implications,
and at the same time detailed their systems of mechanical

operation within the organism, the established d.iscipline
seemed to have made so much progress towards erucidating the

mystery of mental d.isease that spirituarism quietly subsided

from the public and. scientific areas. science did appear to
have the tools for discovering the answers to the mysteries of
the mind. Nevertheress, spiritualism onry went underground,

because people like Henry Sidgwick, Myers, and Gurney -- al1
leading academicians at their universities -- quietly pursued

investigations into psychic research (as the area became known)

until the intellectuat climate changed, and the subject became

135_. . -l-þr-d . , pp.
pp. 82-84.

124-30; A. Gauld, Psychic Research, op. cit.,
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a credible field of research towards the turn of the
. 136cenEury.

Copies of the spiritualism sources published during

the mid-victorian period were difficult to obtain, primariry,
it appeared, because of the ephemeral nature of their popu-

larity at this time. However, a copy of one book, Footsteps
t 37 r"= rocated..on the Boundary o:l Another litorld (1860)*

Reference was made to this work and its author in podmore's

history of spiritualism,13S in Gauldrl39 and in Nelson.140

This source htas accepted as representative of the writings
about spiritualism in England during the High victorian period.

8. Spiritualism Sources for the Post-Victorian and Eilwardian

Period: 1894-L9L4.

An interest in a modified form of the o1d spiritualism
of the fifties and sixties re-emerged partly in response to the

fear of spirítual extinction and spiritual solitude felt by

136_ __L. Hearnsna!{, op. cit., pp. 157-160.

World,
137R.o. owen, Footsteps on the Boundarv of Another

Philadelphia: -

138F. Podmore, Spiritualismr op. cit., p. 96.

1394. Gould, op. g.rt r pp . 26, 7g & Bo.

140G. Nelson, op. cit., p. 2g3.

''': lr : _



many of the intellectuals unattracted by the socialist utopias

of the late nineteenth century. The Society for Psychical

Research was founded in 1882, and published a journal and 
,._.,:,,, ,.

' its Proceedings regularly. Willíam James was President of ':'::'::

the Society around the turn of the century, and other prom-

inent psychologists like MacDougall contributed articles to
: ,:, 

' 
.:,: 

:,:,

' the Proceedings and the Jogrnal of the Society for Psychical 1,,,r, ,,.

Research; the Society had never denied its interest in pro- i::::,
,,,,,,,,.r,a,..

, blems of a "speculative and Ëranscendental characterr', as had

the British Journal o! Psychology.l4l This new journal claimed

i its total committment to science -- yet the Society for 
i

I 
nsychical Research could boast the enthusiastic alliegance 

j

, "f some of the leading scient,ists of the day -- for example , ',,

I Sir Oliver Lodge, Lord Rayleigh, Alfred Wallace, J.J. Thomson :

-- as well as that of Gladstone, Balfour, Tennyson and Ruskin. 
;

InhishistoryofBritishpsycho1ogy,Hearnshawnotes
:

that psychical research permitted the ttreligious starvation , ,. ,.,
t t" t: 

"'t''t:of the scientific agnostic" to be relieved by a revived hope 
',,..-,-.'.,in the immortality of the soul, and the existence of life after "':'"''-::':

death.I42 However, it is possible to use a label more specific

-:a :..':;141 _-'-J. lrlard, "Editorialt' British Journal of PsychoJ-ogy, l,,.,ì:..'i
L904, L, p. 1.

L42_*'-L. Hearnshaw, op. cit., p. L57.

68
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than "scientists" they were physicists, and the reason for
their enthusiastic endorsement of the value of psychic

research was directly related to their scientific field. 
::;,,r,

One major scientific preoccupation of the 1ate nine- :ì:: '

teenth century was the pursuít of pictorial theories of
unif ied phenomena ' This in ef fect combines two issues 

,,,,,,,,,,,,:the desire for a unitary concept of nature, and the operation .,,,.,-,ì,,.,

by which this was articulated: a pictorial one. sir oliver 
r,,,,,,,

Lodge was the primary exponent of a theory which posÍted the

existence of an "ethereal body". rt contributed nothing to
scientÍfic advance, but represented the thought of the pro-

minent late-Victorian physicist".l43 A".ording to Lodge , 
,

"the mat,erial world of man|s experience is embedded in and

acted upon by a non-material, but extended, substance the

ether."L40 More, "the ethereal body is the intermediary 
:

between mind and body, thus partially solving the o1d question i

of how mind acts on body. "145 Consequently, Lodge and other : :

leading physicists felt that science and religion were harmon- ,tìt '

't 
it", a:t,

ious with each other, and saw psychical research as the most ., 1:

143p.g. wilson, "The Thought of the Late Victorian
Physicists : oliver Lodge I s Ethereal Body. " victorian studies , ,,.,,.,,L97L, L5 , 29-48. :.i,:-:

144rbid., p. 32.

69

14srbid., p. 33.
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appropriate field of investigation for resolving, scienti-
fically, matters of the most stupendous import.

The work of the society for psychicar Research came,

inevitably, into very close contact with aspects of abnormal

psychology; one of its most important members felt that both
pathologicar and psychical phenomena had a common origin in
the subriminal mechanisms of the mind.L46 This theory was

pubrished posthumously in 1903. Myers was highly regarded

by william James,L48 and his theory of personality has been

seen as a foretaste of Freudrs dynamic conception of psy-

chology.L49 This work has been selected as the source

representative of spiritualism (psychic research) in England

for the period 1894-1914.

L46_- --L. Hearnshaw, op. cit., p. L57.

]-47E.w.H. Myers, Human lersonality and. its Survivalof Bodily Death. 

-

14 8-- --L. Hearnshaw, op. cit. , p. 159; see also W. James,
"Frederic Myers' service Eõ eflcnorõgy," proceedings of the
Society for Psychic Resear_sh, tOOt , i7, l-

149L. Hearnshaw, qp. cit., p. r59.

developed by Myers in a massivery documented, two volume work,

The survival of the Human personality after Bodily oeath,147
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Target Words Se!--ted

Four target words were chosen for this thesis:

1. personality

2. behaviour

3. environment

4. heredity

It was felt that the restrictions for selection outlined in

Chapter II (see p.421, were met by these words. All four

tions, the specification that they should bear an important

functional relationship to the development of scientific

psychology in England was considered the most central

requirement.

appear in A New gnglish Dictioqary of Hiqtorical princip1eqlso 
:':'::i':

as being in use during the two time periods. The word "envir-
onment" was, according to thís source, used in England for

the first time by Spencer in Principles of-Psychology. The I

i

French word "environs" had been used. prior to Spencerts

anglicizing the term. In addition, the selected target words I

seemed to be of a sufficiently broad and non-technical nature '

to ensure their appearance in popular novels. However' while

it was essential that the words meet these technical restric-

tuoon. cit.
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Darwin published The Origin of Species in 1858; the

theory of evolution had a major influence on all subsequent

scientific thought, including that of psychology. Darwin's

name, in fact, appears in the list of most highly ranked

figures complied by Annin "t.1r151 it was decided that the

selection of the target words would be given some direction

by choosing initially a word which reflected awareness of

evolutionary theory. At this point the word "heredity" I¡/as

selected, and "environment" r^ras an obvious associate, par-

ticularly since the nature/nurture controversy became such

an important one during the latter half of the nineteenth

century. The other two target words followed fairly auto-

matically as companions to the internal/external (heredity/

environment) model alread.y established. However, it should

be pointed out that the selection of the target words wast

within the stated restrictions, essentially arbitrary.

The synonl¡ms for each target word for the two periods

appear in Appendix I and Appendix II. These \rere selected

from the appropfiate editions of Rogetrs Thesaurus as

specified in Chapter II (see p. 44). Particular care had to

be taken in relation to the grammatical forms of the root

words whích could be used, since certain forms could include

different meanings, thus reducing the precision of the synonlrn

ttton. cit., p. 303.
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selections. For examplê, "instinctive" (adiective) was a

synonym for "heredity" during both time periods, but

"ínstinct" was not. Therefore, only the grammatical forms

of the synonyms given in the Thesaurus were used; if these

included only nouns and verbs -- demeanour,/demean oneself,

for example then no other forms of the words t{ere marked

as targets in the sources.



CHAPTER IV

EVALUATION OF THE METHODOLOGY

Predictions Derived from the Model

On the basis of the general expectations as to
possible patternings of the data which inftuenced the

development of the methodology, some specific predictions

rÂ¡ere advanced. These expectations, and consequently the

predictions, were derived from the logic of Boring's
philosophy with regard to the concept Zeitgeist, and from

statements regarding each of the two time periods made by

sociar historians. where predictions made on these bases

were congruent with statements made from the empircal data

collected in this study, the methodology advanced as an

operationar definition of zeitgeist was considered useful.
Earlier discussions have indicated that a number of

social historians have perceived the two periods selected --
1851-1867, and 1894-1914 -- as clearty different from each

other. A considerable number of social and literary histories
have been written about each historical epoch. Altick,I52

152R. Altick, victorian Peop1e and rdeasr op. cit.
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Burn,153 auckleyl54 and Houghton,l55 for example, alr focused

on the High Victorian period; Hynesr156 crrr"u157 and nlwin158

d.ealt with the end of the Victorian period and the beginning ..,, ,,.,:

of the twentieth century. Of the High Victorian period,

which he chose as ttthe age of equipoise", Burn says:

What I sought was a generat,ion which, while recognisably
d.istinct, did not represent discontinuity in relation to ;i,''¡;,,,,,,

what had gone before and what came after. The England. ';,.,:':r:ofl852-67seemedtomeetmyneeds.Noonereturningto
it after a long absence abroad was like1y to feel that he ..,=:,',......,,

had strayed into another worl{,^. Yet it was not the 'i:r;:,r::ì:,:::

same Eng-land of L842 or 1972.159

ft would appear from this statement that Burn saw the

spiritofthetimeduringthisperiodaSanentitydistinguish-
i

able both from that which preceded it, and from its successor. 
i;.In a similar fashion, Hynes speaks of the years 1901-1910 as i

153w. Burn, The Age of Equipoise, op. cit.

154J. Buckley, The Victorian Tempern New York: Random
' : :.-: ..,House' rnc'' L964 
''i;':".I55w. Houghton, The Victorian Frame of Mind, op. cit. .,.,',.,:..,

156s. Hynes, Ed.wardian occasionsr op. cit., The Edwardian 
;¡ ì;:r':r:'

Turn of Mind, cg.. "it..
157A. cruse, After the victoriansr op. cit. 

:1:.:,:.:,:.:.

158M. Elwin, old Gods Farling, s.. cit. 
i:.-:i':":'"

159w. Burnr op. cit., p. 15.
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. the period we caII Edwardian, though its rootsare in the eighteen nineties, and its end is August1914. That time stands in an odd pivotal position
between the nineteenth century and the twentieth:
it was not quite victorian, though the conservatives
tried to make it. so r nor \¡¡as it altogether modern,
though it contained the þqqinninss oi many ideas that
we recognise as our se¡¡.160

As was indicated earlier, the boundaries for the
second time period chosen for this study -- lg94 to Lgr4

were such that an attempt could be made to include both those

"roots" and the abrupt ending to which Hynes refers. rt wourd

appearr orr the basis of these and many other statements made

by the historians, that t.he Zeitgeist of each time period is
seen as a distinguishable entity, such that one would expect

to isolate certain observable differences between them.

Relative to the data colrected for this study then, one wouId.

expect to find. differences between the same representative
sources, such that the configurations of the clusters assoc-

iated with the target words would vary between the two periods.
where these expectations are supported by the data colrected,
it would be possible to make empirical statements whích are

congruent with those made by the social historians.
The generar expectation that the data obtained would,

upon analysiso provide evidence of some difference between

i a.'i
ì.1

160s. Hynes, Turn of Mind, op. cit., p. vii.
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the two time periods led to the following prediction:
1- The Zeitgeistr âs reflected in the best-serling

novels representative of popular attitudes, will
,-..''' ,,', -.,', .', ,be different for the two time periods, where -

Zeitgeist is defined in terms of the concep-

tuar frequencies associated' with any of the 
,,,.,,,,.,,

target words. 
i,¡,',.¡..:,.,1.';.: : : ..:

one microcosmic sub-structure of the macrocosmic 
1,.,,.,,,.,,.,i
i:r.:l'-:: 1::r-,::',¡zeiggeist ad.dressed in this study was the zeitgeistchen of 
:scholarly psychology. The logic of the model on which the

methodology was based would posit a simirar difference 
i

ibetween this Zeitgeistchen in the High victorian period, and 
l

the Zeitgeistchen of scholarly psychology in the post-victorian
l

and Edwardian period. This prediction related to expectancies i

with regard. to the eonventional lrij-sdom psychology of both
periods; that which, in Boringrs words, is found within the
limitations of "the habits of thought which pertain to the ,, .i,., .,1,.

:' ',, 
i,ttt-j,t t,,,t,' i

culture of any region and period., that is to say, limited by 
,,,,.,,;,,,,,,,,,. 

,,,,

the Zeitgeist".l6l Hence the second prediction: '"."'.","'''''

2. The conventionar wisdom psychology Zeitgeistchen

v¡ill be different for the two time periods, where

this zeitgeistchen is defined by the conceptual lì.:.,,.i,.1,.,,,'' .,..: : .

frequencies associated with any of the target
words selected from the appropriate sources

ir';1- :,::::' .,i,',:;:.:- '' . ..'.:,. '1,:'.-t 
.: .1 r_ .jj-:.'-

1618. Boring, History, S.. cit., p. 3.
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A statement made by Boring in his history of psychology

influenced the develo¡xnent,of a third prediction. I{hen he dis-
cusses the historical theories of the Great Man, versus his-
torical determinism, Boring maintains that:

. the great man is seen to be only one of many
causes of any piece of progress and he stands alsoas a symptom of the times, since causes have theircauses. The times must be working with him if he isto have success. He can not, in fact, be successfulwithout an audience, and he has to speak his wisdomj-n the- çlght century or even the riqht decade to be
heard .L62" 

---¿

concerning the designated "rnsight" psychologists

spencer and Freud evidence was offered in chapter rrï to
the effect that neithet' had any significant impact on

scholarly psychology during their respective períods, but
that each was recognised. as important and influential sub-

sequent to the periods during which their selected works were

published. rt would be expected, then, that the data collected
from sources representing conventional wisdom psychorogy for
each period, when compared with those obtained from rnsight
sources, reveal d,ifferences within each respective þeriod.
This expectation led to the third p-ediction:

3. The Insight Psychology Zeitgeistchen wilt be

different from the Conventional Wisdom psychology

zeitgeistchen of the same period where Zeitgei-stchen

is defined by the conceptual frequencies associ-ated

162rbid., p. 744.
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r^rith any of the target words selected from the

appropriate sources.

rnvestigation of the rllustrativg Data corlected

Data Analysis Procedure

Forty-eight sets of data were collected, where a ,'setu

denoted one list of frequencies for Laffails 118 categories,
tabulated. for the total number of contexts isolated for each

target word from each source. The twelve sources and four
target words accounted for the forty-eight sets of data

obtained.

As indicated in Chapter fI (see p . 44), the selection
of up to ten appearances of each target word per source

provided up to ten target word contexts for each source. The

actual number of these contexts available in each source are

taburated in Table 2. vühere less than ten instances of any

one target word appeared in any one source, the number of
appearances for the other three were systematically reduced

in order to ensure equar Nrs i-n each source. For example,

where "personality" did not appear in the 3rd., 7L11., gth.,

and 9th. sections of Yongers The Heir of Redcliffe, the other
three target word appearances were removed from the same

sections. similarly, where two or more sets of data from

different sources were compared, equal Nrs were maintained by



High Victorian Period

Number of contexts for each
Victorian Period and

Source
Novel

Psychology
(conrrentional
wisdcrn)

Psychology Spencer
(insisht)
Spiritualism Owen

Post-Victorian c EdwardÍan period
Novel Corelli

Locke
De11

Psychology Stout
(crcnventiornl
wisdcnr)

Psychology Freud
(insíght)
Spiritualism lt4yers

Author
Yonge
Braddon
Ouida
Bucknill

Table 2

target word for each source for the High
the Post-Victorian and. Edwardian

Period

TARGET WORD

& Tuke

Personality

6
I
7

10

Behaviour

10

7

10
7
7

10

10

7

6
I
7

10

Environment

10

7

10
7
7

10

10

7

6
I
7

10

:; .4.-

, ì '.1,.] 
i,

I{eredity

10

7

10
7
7

10

10

7

6
I
7

10

10

7

@o
10

7
7

10

IO

7
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eliminating the data collected from any of the relevant
sections which corresponded to sections where data was not
obtained from a different source.

while the Lhree predictions stated above were advanced
in general terms such that they would relate to any of the
target words, the data selected for consid.eration hrere

those associated witn just two ot these four. The <lata were
anarysed using F?ie&nanrs llr¡o way Ãnalysis of vari¡nce by Ranks; tl.is
mooel has been applied to data collected in a srmilar fasnion.163
Srnce the investigation pursued Ln this study is in its initial
stages, it was decid.ed to reject the appropriate null hypo-
thesis for a1l values of'the xr2 having a probability of .10
or less.

Before applying Friedrnan,s moder to the data, Laffal's
method for eliminaÈing consistently high and consistently low
frequency categories was used., in order to remove the possi-
bility of artifactually raising or rowering the results of
anarysis.164 Laffal recommends that the sixteen high and

forty-four low frequency categories be dropped from the overall

163¡1.c. Kendall, Rank Correlation Methods, New York:Hafner Publishing Companyffi
164J. Laffal, ,,Langruage of aop. cit., "Schneber' s Autobiography",

Schi zophrenic " , 19 61 ,
1960r op. cit.
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total of 118 categories. This elimination process v¡as con-

ducted separatery for each group of data, such that the con-

sistency of the category frequencies was specific to each of 
,.,;.,.'-.,.,.,,

the two sets of d.ata to be compared. The number of categories ': i:':'

eliminated varied. very slightly from group to group because of
the occurrence of tied ranks

,, ,,,t,..¡¡,;,r.,,.-ffie tluee predictions in relation to which certain aspects ,',,,: ri;.¡,,

of the data brere investigated. were expressed in the following 
,.,¡ .,,.,,,.,,,,,
.: ,: i'. ...l .:specific terms:

1. The conceptual frequencies aòsociated with the

target word personality obtained from the sources

representative of popular attitudes will vary
across the two time periods.

2. The conceptual frequencies associated with the

target word environment relative to the sources

representing Conventional wisdom psychology will
vary across the two time periods.

3. The conceptual frequencies associated with the

target word environment relative to the source

representative of Insight psychology, and to that
representing Conventional Vfisdom psychology, drawn

from the High Victorian period, wil1 be different. i
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Results

Prediction 1. For each of the two periods, the three

sets of conceptual frequencies obtained. from the popular

novels $/ere converted to median scores, thus permitting a

comparison between two sets of data. The obtained x 2 of 1.61t
was not significant, and the prediction that these two sets of
data would differ was not supported (see Table 3).

)Prediction 2. The xr- of 4.77 obtained for this
comparison Ì,ías signifi'cant, permitting the null hypothesis

of no difference to be rejected, and thus supporting the

prediction (see Table 41.

Prediction 3. Similarly, this prediction was
2

supported by the obtained x, öf 3.19, indicaÈing that the

conceptual frequencies associated. with the target word

environment did vary significantly between the source repre-

senting Conventional !{isdom psychology, and that representing

Insight psychology during the High Victorian period. (see

Table 5).

Appraisal of the Methodology from the Data

The investigation of aspects of the illustrative data

collected in this study produced some evidence in support of
the predictions advanced. Where such evidence was not in-
consistent with the predictions, there hrere grounds for
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Table 3

Rankings by rows of median scores for the conceptual fre-
quencies associated with personarity for the thiee popular
novels for each time periil--

CATEGORY

AFAR
AGGR
AGRE
AN},1L
ASTR
BACK
BLOK
BLUR
BODY
BULG
COLR
COVR
CRUX
DAIVIG

DOWN
EASY
END
ERTH
FALS
FOOD
FOB,¡{
FORW
GRUP
HAVE
HEAR
JOIN
KIN
LACK
LARG
LEAD
LIVE

MALE
MONY
MSMT
MTRL
MUCH
MYTH
NEAR
NEW
NUMR
OPEN
PLAY
QUIK
REST
SEP
sEx
SHRP
SOMA
SOME
SUB
TÏME

,TRÏV
lRUE
UP
VAPR
VARY
VIEW
v[E
WEAK
WHOL
WORK
WRÏT

I
1.5

2
I
I
1
2
2
1
I
2
2

2
1.5
I
2
2
2
I
I
2
2
I
I

1.5
2
2
2
I
I
I
I
I
2
2
I
1
2
I
2
2
2
I

1.5
I
I
I
2
2
2
2
2
I
I
2
2
I
2
I
I
I
2

1
2
2
1
2
2
2
I
I
2
2
2
I
2
1
2
2
2
1
I
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
I
2
t
2

2
1
I
2
1
1
I
2
2
1
1
I
2
1
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
I
2
1
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Table 4

Rankings by rows of the conceptu4l frequencies associated with
ènvironment for the Conventional Wisd.om psychology sources for
eacñ-.-E-me period.

CATEGORY

High Victorian & Eô¡¡ardian

12

RANKING

-Est 

victorian
High Victorian & Edr¡¡ardiar¡

RANKING---%t-victorian CATEGORY

AC€R
AffiE
AI{ML
BAD
BGTN
BLI.]R
CRI'X
DAIUG

EA.SY

END
RTII
EI¿ER
FT.Crg

F'OND

FÐOD
FML
FþRM
FOFI/ü

GT.AD

GO

COOD

GRI.]P

HA\IE
HEAT
HOT{E

IÀCK

2
I
2
2
2

r.5
2
I
2
1
2
1
2
2
I
1
2
I
I
2

1
2
I
I
I

1.5
I
2
I
2
I
2
1
I
2
2
1
2
2
1

1.5
I
2
I
I

1.s
2
2
1
2
I
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
I
2
I
2
2
2
2

1.
2
I
2
2

1.
1
I
2
I
2
I
I
1
I
1
2
I
2
I
2
1
1
I
I

IARG
LITL
LTVE
¡4AtE
MEDC

MIRL
MT}*T
NEAR
NE?ü

ìþ
NTJMR

OPBT
out
PAI{G
PA.ST
PAÍÍT
PTêC
POWR.

SHRP
SICK
gtK
TT¡48
ÏRT]E
uP
vüE

WEAK
TVORK

1.5
I
2
2
2

1.5
1.5

r.5
2
1
1
1

1.5
1.5
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Table 5

Rankings by rcrus of the qonceptual frequencies associated with
environment for the Conventional Wisdom Psychology source and
EñeTfigm psychology source for the High victorlãn period.

CATEGORY RANKING
Budmill &

ll'uke

CATEGORY

LIl'L
LÏVE
l,lALE
MEDC
I\4OTV
¡4TRI
NEAR
NEVü

NO
OPEN
OPPO
OUT
PANG
PAST
PLAC
POWR
SHRP
STCK
SOLE
SOMA
TALK
TRUE
UP
WE
WEAK
WORK
WRÏT

RANKING
Bucknill c
Il¡ke S¡:encer

AFAR 2
AGGR 1
AGRE 1
ATD 1
BAD 1
BGTN 1
BLUR 2
BODY 1
DAMG 1
DOV{TN 2
EASY 1
END 2
ERTH T
EVER 1
FLOW 1
FOND 1
FOOD 1
FOOL 1
FORM 1
FORW 2
GLAD 1
GOOD 1
HAVE 2
HEAT 1
HOME 1
LACK 1
LARG 1

Spencer

1
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
I
2
I
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
I
2
2
I
2
2
2
2

I
1
2
2
2
2
I
2

1.5
1.5

2
I
2
2
2
1
I
2
2
2

2
2
I
I
I
I
2
I

1.5
1.5
I
2
1
I
I
2
2
1
I
1

r.5
1
I
1
2
2
1

1.5
2
2
2
1
I
2
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maintaining that, statements could be made which rtrere consonant

with those based on such other methodologies as the historical
analysis of social historians, and historians of psychology.

Of the three predi-ctions ad.vanced, the first -- that
the conceptual frequencies associated with personality in the

popular novers would vary when compared across time periods

was not supported. There is some evidence to suggest that the

particular novels chosen as representative of popular attitudes
during the High Victorian period may not have been entirely
appropriate. while all three met the stated specifications,
it would appear that these criteria for selection should also

include the restriction that the popularity of the novels be

ephemeral.

fn L907, a list of most frequently read. authors,

compiled from twenty-one of the largest circulating libraries
in England, contained the names of Mrs. M.E. Braddon and ouida

among the top six, indicating that their popularity was long-

lasting.165 These two authors wrote two of the novels select,ed

for the High Victorian period; Braddon, ín fact, was consider-

ably ahead of the other five. Further investigation could

determine if a more evanescent popurarity should be included.

165D

1901-1914, 
"ã.Press, 1964.

Hudson, "Reading",
by s. Nowãillffifth,

pp. 305-326, p. 310.

in Edwardian England:
London : ilxfoid úniversity
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in the criteria for selection of the popular novels.

However, consideration must be given also to the fact
that, according to Hudson, "many Edwardians [were] absorbed in
the popular fiction of the preceding generation. "166 Leavis

has contended, with some acerbity, that this was so because

"the general readÍng public of the twentieth century is no

longer in touch with the best literature of its own day or of
the past ."167 If this was th'e case, then the criteria for
selection of popular novels would need to be sufficiently
specific to take this, and any other features of the reading

habits relative to a time period, into account.

Statements made on the basis of the data investigated
for Predictions 2 and 3 were consistent with the expectations

advanced. In relation to the target word environment, the

associated frequencies varied significantly between the Con-

ventional wisdom sources representing the two time periods. rt
was pointed out earlier that all of the social histories
dealing with nineteenth century England consulted for this
study, mad.e clear and definíte statements to the effect that
the High Victorian period had quite specific boundaries which

166rbid., p. 31r.

L67Q. Leavis, Reading publÍcr op. cit.
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permitt'ed it to be investigated as a distirnct historical epoch.

Similar statements were made with regard to the post-Victorian

and Edwardian period, although its precise beginning has always

been a matter of minor historical debate. The difference
revealed in the conventional wisd.om psychology data pertaining
to these two periods was therefore congruent with these state-
ments made by historians on the basis of historiography.

The support obtained for the third prediction was

consonant with statements made by Boring about the tj-mes

needing to be in harmony with new ideas. speaking of the

"agenL of progress", Boring maintaÍns that
The times must be working with him if he is to have
success. He cannot, in fact, be successful without
an audience, and he has to speak his wisdom in the
right century or even the right decade to be heard.168

Following Boring's claim, it was felt that., where

the criteria for the selection of an rnsight psychology source

were such that its "wisdom" r¡ras not being spoken in the right
decad.e, then comparison of data from an rnsight source with
that f,rom a conventionar v[isdom source, both representing the

same period, wourd reveal differences. The confirmation
obtained for this prediction relative to the High victorian
period was in accord with Boring's statement.

1688. Boring, Historyr op. cit., p. 744.
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Further Support for the Definition

Clearly, the logic of the methodology gives rise to

expectations of finding no "real" difference between certain
comparisons. However, while there is no model that would

permit proof of the ni¡II hypothesis, this condition, should

it apply, would be compatible with the argument advanced in
this study for the usefulness of the methodology as an opera-

tional definition of Zeitgeist.
An illustration of such a "no difference" expectation

relates to the comparison between Insight psychology during

the High Victorian period and Conventional lfisdom psychology

during the Post-Victorian and Edwardian period. In order to
meet the specifications of a representative of Insight psycho-

logyr ân author and. his work had to be judged as "important,'
by those in a position both to know the present, and to look

back on the past. the delimit.ations of "important" presented

in their article by Annin et.al were such that each juror had

to give three check marks to any name on the original list of
1040 psychologists "if he considered the person of such dis-
tinction that. his name should surely be included in a list of
the 500 most important psychologists since 1600."169 As was

specified in Chapter fIf, both Spencer and Freud were chosen ]:!

]-69 _---Annin et aI., op. cit., p. 302.
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as important, and placed in the highest ranked category. The

evidence in relation to Spencer, whose "insight" can be

compared with the conventional wisdom of the Post-Victorian

and Edwardian scholarly psychology, is that his Principles

of Psychology was largely ignored until early in the 1870rs,

after which time it became an important text in its field.
It is suggested. that, from the nature of the specifications
related to the selection of a source representative of Insight
psychology, data collected from it wou1d. both

a) reveal patterns of variations when compared with data

obtained from the source representative of Conventional

Wisdom psychology for the same period; and

b) reveal no evidence of variation when compared with data

collected from the source representative of Conventional

lVisdom psychology of a subsequent period. ft was feIt,
therefore, that this comparison should be investigated, since

it could supply some evidence relating to the discriminant

validity of the methodology.

V[hen these data were analysed., the results obtained

were not inconsistent with the expectation that there would be

no difference in the conceptual frequencies for environment

between the Insight psychology source for the High Victorian
period and the Conventional Wisdom psychology source for the

Post-Victorian and Edwardian period.
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Summary and Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to develop a methodology

which would prove useful as an operational definition of

Zeitgeist. It was stated that, to the extent that predictions

*"U. "r ane basis of other methodologies were supported by the

data obtained, the methodology d.elrneating this operatronal

def inition r^¡outd be consioered useful.

Arguments were advanced in support of the usefulness

of the concept Zeitgeist. Many writers of high standing have

used this term -- e.g. Boring, Cronbach, and Wolman; Altick,
.

Burn, and Briggs. However, Ross has contended that the concept

is not d.efined in the manner of empíricaI scientific concepts,

and has no definition independent of the phenomenon being

exp1ained.l7o Ross is, of course, entirely correct, but it

has been a purpose of this study to lay some chal-Ienge to her

subsequent statement that,, because of its standing as a "non-

concept,'L7L its use should not figure in attempts to account

for scientific advance.

As a "non-concept", Zeitgeist can be used only in

the postulatory sense that Ross criticises. However, it was

170D. Ross, "The 'zeitgeistt and American Psychology;

171co**.nt made by Dr. A. shephard..

op. cit.



felt that constructive arguments against the use of this
apparent,ly needed concept courd not be sustained while it
remained undefined. consequently, Rossrs implication that as 

.,.,,,,,,,,,,a concept, zeitgeist was not simply undefined, but rather : :

undefinable, was questioned, and an attempt was made to
deverop a demonstrabry useful definition of zeitgeist 

,,,,,,,,,,.,Efforts were made to ensure that the procedure ,, , :,,

developed would be objective and verifiable, meeting criteria ,:.::..:

for an operational definition of zeitgeist suggested by Bruner 
':::':::'::;"

1

and Arrpor1.-.-72 The methodology advanced in this study would

appear to meet these criteria, and to permit sÈatements to be

made which are consonant with those derived from other
l

methodologies

It is felt, therefore, that the study has taken the

initia1stepstowardssuppIyingausefu1definitionofZeitgeist

which will permit a critical examination of its use in tristori-
ca' analysis. In particular, subsequent to further development 

,,',,,,,,:,,,,,:.,

of the methodology t it would appear that this def inition could 
,ì,1, ,,,

,I.i I-''i-- i.ì.

provide an appropriate tool to apply to investigations into .'¡,",'','

the postulated relationship of concurrence between Zeitgeist
and scientific advance.

1721. Bruner and G. Allport, "Fifty years of Change in
American Psychology", op. cit.

93
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APPENDTX 1

Synonyms for Target V'lords

from Rogetrs Thesaurus -- 1855 edition.

ENVIRONMENT

noun 1. SURROUNDINGS, ENVIRONS

noun 2. CIRCUMJACENCE, CIRCUiVIAMBIENCE, ENCOMPASSMENT,

ATMOSPHERE, MEDIUM, ATvIBIENCE

HEREDITY

adjectival DERIVED FROM VIITHIN, BE TN THE BLOOD, BE BORN SO,
phrases,

BE INTRTNSTC, SUBJECTIVE, TNTRINSÏC, INTRTNSICAL, 
I

adjectives FUNDAMENTAL, NORMAL, IMPLANTED, INHERENT, ESSENTIAL,

NATURAL, TNNATE, IN-BORN, IN-BREED, IN-GRAINED, 
I

IN-WROUGHT, RADICAL,INCARNATE, THOROUGHBREÐ, '

': -.: .1'

INHERITED' IMMANENT, CONGENITAL, CONGENITE, ,',,.,..,1',',

,,.,..,'-t,,,,,

CONNATE, RUNNING IN THE BLOOD, INGENERATE, INGENITE, ,1,'1,,,,,'..',,i'.: . .

TNDIGENOUS, IN THE GRAÏN, BRED TN THE BONE,

TNSTTNCTTVE, INWARD, TNTERNAL, TO THE MANNER BORN, i

VTRTUAL

BEHAVTOUR

noun .1. CoNDUCT., DEPORTI\,1ENT, COMPORTMENT, CARRIAGE,

DE},TEANOUR, GUISE, BEARING, MANNER, OBSERVANCE
." 

", 
,..j



verb 2. coMpoRT-, DEMEAN-, CARRY-, CONDUCT-,
phrases

ACQUTT-ONESELF

PERSONALTTY

noun 1. UNPARLTAMENTARY LANGUAGE' sCowl, BLACK LooKS,

FROV'IN, SHORT ANSWER, REBUFF, HARD WORDS, CONTU¡4ELY
. .:,-.. :.r.. ,

:: :1.:,i_::.: 
.:::..

verb 2. SPEAK SLIGHTINGLY OF, DISPARAGE, VILIPEND, CALL 
",..,,.., 

.'',""

Phrases .':::::: ',

NAI{ES, THROW DIRT, FLING DIRT, DRAG THROUGH THE 
,,,',..,,,,.,,.,,

. 
,:;.i:-:..::.:_,:

MUD, POTNT AT, INDULGE IN PERSONALTTTES, MAKE

FACES, MAKE MOUTHS, BITE THE THUI{B, .I'AKE BY THE
i

.tsEARÐ, PLUcK BY THE BEARD, TOSS fu A BLANKET, 
l

TAR AND F'E¡TTHER i

noun 3. EVIL-SPEAKING, BAD LANGUAGE 
l

j

noun 4. LIBEI, LAMPOON' SKIT, SARCASM, CYNICISM, cRrTIcIsM, i

iDTSAPPROBATION, TNVECTT\ZE, ENVENOMED TONGUE 
;

noun 5. SPECIALTY, PARTTCULARITY, rNDrVrDUALrTy, PECULIARTTY f

rNDïVIDUITY, CHAR.A.CTERISTIC' MANNERISM, IDIOSYNCRÃSY r,:,i,": :,.,

sPEcrFrcNESS, srNGULARrry ', 
',.'.,'.".".

.t",',t,''.t,t¡t,"t.t,t',',

ii;..:.:.::.1Ì::,::
,: ì , . : . . . -j! - : , .
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APPENDTX TT

Synonyms for Target lrfords

from Roget's Thesaurus 1913 edition.

ENVIRONIqENT

noun suRRouNDrNcs, PURLTEUS, NErcHBouRHooD, vrcrNAGE,

SUBURBS, CONFINES, BORDERLAND, I^IHEREABOUTS,

CïRCUMJACENCE, CTRCUMAMBTENCE, ENCOMPASSMENT,

ATMOSPHERE, MEDIUM

HEREDTTY

adjective, DERTvED FRoM T^IIrHTN, suBJEcrrvr, rNTRrNSrc, INTRï$- 
,

adjectival SICAL, FTNDAMENTAL, NORMAL' IMPLANTED, INHERENT,
phrases 

ESSENTïAL, NATURAL, ïNNATE, rNBoRN, TNBRED,

INGRÀINED, rNtvRouGHT, RADICAL, TNCARNATE,

THOROUGHBRED, TNHERTTED, TMMANENT, CONGENTTAL, r-,,,,.
.r 'i .j

CONGENITE' CONNATE, RUNNïNG rN THE BLOOD, INGENERATE, .,,,'.,'.,.'
.::.-:. .'

ÏNGENTTE, INDTGENOUS, TN THE GRATN, BRED TN THE

BONE, TNSTINCTT\ZE, TNWARD, TNTERNAL, TO THE MANNER

BORN, VTRTUAL

BEHAVIOUR

noun l. coNDUcr' COMPORTMENT, cARRrAcE, DEMEANOUR, cursE,
BEARTNG, MANNER, OBSERVANCE, ATR
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verb 2 . CoNDUCT-, COIVIPORT-, CARRY-, DEMEAN-, BEAR-,
phrases

ACQUTT-ONESELF

PERSONALTTY

noun spEcIALTTy, INDMDUALITY, PARTTCULARITY,

PECULIARTTY, TDIOCRÀSY, TENDENCY,

CHARACTERïSTIC, DiIANNERïSM, rDrOSyNCR.A,Sy,

SPECIFTCNESS, SINGULARTTY, APTNESS, APTTTUDE,

PRONENESS, pRocLIvITy, BENT, TURN, TONE, BIAS,

sET, LEANTNG TO, PREDISPOSTTTON, TNCLTNAT]ON,

" PROPENSITY, SUSCEPTIBTLITY, LTABTL]TY, QUALTTY,

NATURE, TEI{PERAMENT, CAST, VE]N, GRAIN, HUMOUR,

MOOD, DRIFT, CONDUCIVENESS, CONDUCEMENT,

APPLICABTLTTY
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